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Overview
The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) has undertaken to
identify new and evolving “innovative” practices and technologies that reduce the
‘footprint’ of oil and gas activities in forested regions of western Canada. The
objective of this report is to describe the anticipated environmental and social
benefits of footprint reduction and to assess the incremental economic benefits or
costs of these techniques relative to the costs of conventional practices. This is
intended to establish a set of tools that CAPP companies can apply to minimize
both project-specific impacts and regional cumulative effects. The processes and
techniques identified in this report are intended to be a supporting element of
CAPP’s Stewardship Program.
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1

Introduction
The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) has undertaken to
identify new and evolving “innovative” practices and technologies that reduce the
‘footprint’ of oil and gas activities in forested regions of Canada. The objective of
this report is to describe the anticipated environmental and social benefits of
footprint reduction and, where possible, to assess the incremental economic
benefits or costs of these techniques relative to the costs of conventional practices.
This is intended to establish a set of tools that CAPP companies can apply to
minimize both project-specific impacts and regional cumulative effects. The
processes and techniques identified in this report are intended to be a supporting
element of CAPP’s Stewardship Program and other ongoing environmental
initiatives.
This report describes the approach taken to complete the project, presents a
discussion on the relationships between “footprint” and cumulative effects, and
outlines the various techniques utilized by CAPP companies to reduce the
footprint of oil and gas activities. The report also includes an analysis of the
application of various techniques in addressing the “footprint” components of
cumulative effects and includes fifteen case studies that illustrate evolving
practices currently undertaken by selected CAPP member companies.
1.1

Background
Issues regarding surface impacts of oil and gas activities in forested areas are
increasingly dominating discussions of energy development in Canada. Growing
awareness of ecological effects associated with habitat fragmentation and
cumulative impacts of oil and gas activities has fostered the development of new
approaches and practices by CAPP companies operating in forested areas. This
report looks at innovative approaches being implemented in the Rocky Mountain
foothills and boreal forests of Alberta, British Columbia and the southern NWT.
Emphasis has been placed on specific project design features rather than a
theoretical examination of best practices. The intent of the project is to identify
evolving practices that:
•
•
•
•
•
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focus on planning, implementation and follow-up steps that could be widely
applied across the CAPP membership;
illustrate a full cycle approach including: planning/siting, construction,
operation, and reclamation phases of oil and gas development;
describe the approach taken, where and why it was taken, and how it was
successful in mitigating footprint related impacts;
allow economic analysis of the project or technique including a simple
cost/benefit, payback period, capital, operating and training costs where
possible;
highlight issues to be aware of, including safety concerns and regulatory,
legislative and policy barriers to application where applicable; and
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•

include information on stakeholder issues and associated consultation
(including government, aboriginal, regulator, and other land users), where
applicable.

It is hoped that the results of this project will assist CAPP member companies to
help minimize future project-specific contributions to regional cumulative effects.
Provision of tools to facilitate continuous improvement of industry performance is
a central element of CAPP’s Stewardship Program.
1.2

Evolving Practices versus Best Practices
The oil and gas industry has developed numerous codes, guidelines, and best
practices or operating standards to minimize the environmental and social impacts
of all phases of the industry. Rather than adopting one set of best practice
standards, the industry has chosen to develop standards either through industry
associations, government regulations, corporate internal standards, or with the
assistance of non-government organizations. In reality, most companies use a
compendium of best practices that through their own usage become defacto
standards.
CAPP has developed a set of best practices for their members operating in
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba (see literature review). In this report, the
term “evolving” or “innovative” practices denotes a practice that could become a
“best” practice in future, but is only being used at present under specific or
limited circumstances. The report considers whether these evolving or innovative
practices may receive more widespread use in future. By understanding the
driving forces, costs and benefits of these practices, other operators may choose to
implement them in their projects.
It should be understood that in no way does the use of these evolving or
innovative practices assume they will eventually become best practices and
therefore “raise the bar” of environmental standards for other operators. The oil
and gas industry is driven by innovation in all facets from reduced exploration,
drilling, production and refining costs to reducing environmental and social
impacts. Innovative practices will only become best practices after they are
widely adopted and the real benefits of the practice have become established.

1.3

Minimizing Footprint and Cumulative Impacts
The development and implementation of innovative approaches to reduce the
environmental ‘footprint’ of oil and gas activities will also help to minimize their
contribution to regional cumulative impacts.
1.3.1 Defining Environmental Footprint
In the context of this report, environmental footprint represents the direct and
indirect impact of oil and gas activities through all phases of the oil and gas
development process from exploration through decommissioning and
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abandonment. At a macro level, the combined environmental footprint of oil and
gas development and other industrial activities on the land base is responsible for
the overall cumulative impacts of activities on valued environmental components
of the Boreal forest ecosystem.
1.3.2 What are Cumulative Impacts?
Cumulative impacts arise when numerous small decisions that are made
independently contribute to regional effects on the environment, animals, or
people. The sources of petroleum-related cumulative effects in forested areas of
Western Canada are, in order of priority:
1) ‘Indirect mortality’ - animal harvest or kills caused by predator and human
activity on or near roads, trails, seismic lines and clearings;
2) ‘Indirect habitat loss’ - temporary or permanent decreases in animal use and
movements near linear corridors and clearings;
3) ‘Direct mortality’ - animals inadvertently killed by project activities and
vehicles; and
4) ‘Direct habitat loss’ - direct disturbance or alteration of terrestrial and aquatic
habitat by forest harvest, watercourse crossings, and water removal.
The concept of ‘edge’ is important in understanding and managing cumulative
impacts. Direct habitat loss is determined by the physical footprint of the corridor
or clearing. Indirect effects occur in the 10 to 500 m wide ‘edge’ area adjacent to
corridors or clearings – these indirect effects include changes in physical or
chemical conditions, predation patterns, and animal behaviour. Because of
geometry, these edge effects are more pronounced in small or narrow patches.
Long, thin rectangles like roads and cut lines create more edge per unit area than
other man-made features (reviewed in Salmo et al. 2003; Figure 1). Reducing the
‘footprint’ of industrial activities minimizes direct habitat loss and may also
reduce indirect effects associated with the ‘edge’ area.

Figure 1.
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Relationship between patch geometry and edge area assuming
50 m edge width (adapted from Collinge 1996).
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1.3.3 Managing Cumulative Impacts
A suite of coordinated regional, sub-regional, and project-specific tools needs to
be developed to more effectively manage cumulative impacts by reducing the
combined ‘footprint’ of industrial, recreational, and traditional land uses.
Impact management tools specifically designed to evaluate and reduce cumulative
effects of local oil and gas activities are still evolving. Mitigation of projectspecific activities remains the most practical and essential approach for managing
cumulative effects. This report discusses innovative approaches and techniques
that CAPP member companies are developing and applying to help minimize
project-specific contributions to regional cumulative effects through footprint
reduction of specific activities.
In this report, footprint minimization tools have been divided into 6 groups,
described more fully below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Integrating land uses
Avoiding important features
Managing mortality
Minimizing direct habitat loss
Minimizing indirect habitat loss
Enhancing habitat reclamation

Integrating Land Uses
The ideal approach to manage cumulative effects would be to coordinate all land
use activities in a defined area such that activities are optimized in space and time.
This ideal is achieved only rarely because it requires explicit resource and land
use objectives applied consistently to all land users within a coordinated
regulatory and management regime. Provincially and federally protected areas are
most likely to fulfill these criteria.
In most other areas, land use activities are planned, designed, and regulated
individually – project-specific contributions to regional cumulative effects are not
usually explicitly considered. A number of planning tools have been applied to
address this structural drawback by integrating petroleum and other industrial land
uses at sub-regional and regional scales. As discussed later, experience in Alberta
indicates that this frequently reduces development costs not increases them.
Integrated land use tools include:
•
•
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planning by individual petroleum companies during exploration and
development stages to optimize exploration and development strategies in a
defined area or reservoir;
coordinated analysis and planning by the petroleum sector or government
during the pre-tenure, exploration, and development stages to optimize
exploration and development strategies in a defined area or reservoir; and
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•

coordinated analysis and planning by multiple resource sectors or government
during the pre-tenure, exploration, and development stages to optimize the
land use footprint in a defined area.

Several innovative individual company practices were identified by this review.
The best known example of a multi-sector impact management tool is the
Integrated Landscape Management (ILM) initiative. ILM is intended to manage
potential project-specific and cumulative effects by integrating infrastructure
planning to reduce the total size and duration of industrial land uses. An example
is coordinated road access and clearing to accommodate both petroleum and
forest sector requirements (Koning 2001, see also Case Study 6 in this report).
Integrated land use practices are discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Avoiding Sensitive Features and Periods
Particular sites or habitats can have increased sensitivity relative to other areas
because of their social or cultural value, because they provide critical seasonal or
year-round resources, or because they are ecologically sensitive to disturbance.
Examples include heritage resources, alpine habitat, and ungulate wintering or
calving areas. CAPP’s current best practices guides emphasize the identification
and protection of these sensitive areas and periods. Innovative approaches such as
regional ‘constraint mapping’ used by CAPP members to better define sensitive
areas are discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Managing Mortality
Indirect harvest and mortality associated with linear corridors and clearings is
generally the most significant cumulative impact for species of concern in
forested areas of Alberta, British Columbia, and the southern NWT. Firearm
restrictions and proper food handling are examples of best practices applied to
minimize direct mortality from industrial activities. ‘Access management’
measures are applied to minimize indirect mortality by discouraging human and
predator activity on linear corridors and clearings. Footprint minimization tools
may reduce indirect mortality by reducing ‘edge area’ – the area adjacent to
corridors and clearings where indirect mortality has been shown to increase.
Innovative approaches used by CAPP members to manage direct and indirect
mortality are discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Minimizing Direct Habitat Loss
CAPP members have applied many innovative practices to minimize the direct
footprint of corridors and clearings. As described in Section 4, these include
techniques to reduce seismic line width, reduce the number and size of well
leases, and avoid disturbance of watercourse bed and banks.
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Minimizing Indirect Habitat Loss and Barriers
In general, the indirect land use footprint is inversely related to the level and
predictability of human disturbance and the vegetation conditions on the disturbed
area. Unpredictable high-intensity activities (e.g., motorized snow machines)
cause greater response than low intensity continuous activities (e.g., generator
motor noise).
Line-of-sight and corridor width also appear to affect animal response. In general,
larger spatial and temporal footprints are created by wide, straight lines with no
shrubs or trees. Such corridors provide long lines-of-sight and hard edges that
increase animal avoidance, presumably because they encourage human and
predator activity along the corridor. They may also create partial or complete
barriers to movement.
Innovative indirect footprint management tools include measures to: reduce
seasonal and year-round project activity levels; minimize line-of-sight; and reduce
the abrupt change between forest and corridors or clearings. This group of tools is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Enhanced Reclamation
Direct and indirect cumulative impacts continue until pre-disturbance conditions
are restored. Enhanced reclamation techniques reduce footprint duration by
encouraging recovery of native vegetation and shortening the return to predisturbance conditions. Native shrub and tree regrowth also discourages human
and predator activity and reduces animal behavioural responses to corridors and
clearings. As described more fully in Section 4, mulchers are one innovative tool
that encourages vegetation recovery by reducing root damage and corridor width.

June 2004
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2

Methodology
2.1

Overview
Identifying evolving practices to reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities is
intended to establish a set of tools to assist CAPP companies in minimizing
project-specific impacts at a regional cumulative effects scale. CAPP member
companies and regulatory representatives were surveyed in the fall of 2003 to
identify these practices and a literature review was completed to identify new
approaches to minimizing footprint in the Canadian oil and gas industry. The
literature review was extended to identify evolving approaches in other
jurisdictions that may be relevant to Canada’s forested regions.

2.2

Study Methodology
Literature Review − A review was undertaken to identify relevant literature and
‘grey literature’ sources developed by international oil and gas enterprises,
governments, regulators, and international development agencies in order to
identify existing and evolving practices which may be relevant to Canada.
2.2.1 Survey and Interviews with CAPP member companies
A two-phase survey/interview process was developed to identify evolving
approaches to minimizing footprint of oil and gas activities among CAPP member
companies.
Initial Survey - The initial survey (see Appendix A) was distributed to more than
300 CAPP committee members representing a broad spectrum of member
companies. Following completion of the initial survey, a short list of company
respondents was developed for more detailed structured interviews.
Follow up survey – A detailed structured interview survey (see Appendix B) was
then administered to respondents identified in the initial survey. The structured
interview process was utilized to collect more detailed information on evolving
practices.
Government and Regulatory Interviews − Telephone interviews were
conducted with representatives of select government agencies and environmental
groups in Western Canada to help identify innovative operational and project
planning practices and evaluate their effectiveness.
Assessment − Innovative practices identified from the survey and from interviews
were then catalogued and assessed. The assessment included a consideration of
the following:
•
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application of technique to planning, siting, construction, operation and
reclamation phases of the oil and gas exploration and development life cycle
process;
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•
•
•
•

effectiveness of technique with respect to mitigating environmental, social and
cumulative project effects through footprint minimization;
costs associated with evolving approaches relative to conventional practices
(where provided by respondents);
barriers and incentives to implementing the technique; and
effectiveness of the innovative technique and whether the technique would be
used again.

Evolving practices that met these established criteria established for footprint
minimization are discussed and highlighted in Section 3 of the report.
Case Studies – A number of evolving technologies or approaches to minimizing
footprint were identified in the process of completing the surveys with CAPP
member companies. These selected examples were deemed to be sufficiently
important to document as case studies (prepared either by the consulting team or
by company representatives). See Appendix C.

June 2004
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3

Literature Review – Evolving Approaches to Minimizing the Effects of Oil
and Gas Activities in Forested Areas
The following section summarizes literature sources on best practices or evolving
approaches to reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities. References to specific
documents can be found in the literature cited section; most information is
available on the specific web sites noted.
3.1

Industry and Industry Association Literature
The oil and natural gas industry, through various industry associations has
produced a variety of guidance and best practices documents.
The International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (OGP, originally the E & P
Forum) was formed in 1974 to facilitate communications between the upstream
oil and natural gas industry and a complex network of national and international
regulators. The OGP have produced a number of guideline documents on best
practices. Most of the following publications are available through the OGP web
site (http://www.ogp.org.uk/) or from partner organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Management in Oil and Gas Exploration and Production
Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic Offshore Regions
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Arctic and Sub-Arctic Onshore
Regions
Oil Industry Operating Guideline for Tropical Rainforests
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas
Exploration and Production Waste Management Guidelines
Key Questions in Managing Social Issues in Oil and Gas Projects

The American Petroleum Institute (API) has over 400 members which represent
all phases of the oil and natural gas industry. They have an extensive web site
(www.api.org) and produce over 200,000 publications annually.
The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (web site www.capp.ca) and
the former Canadian Petroleum Association have produced several operating
guides and best practices documents such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
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Basic Safety Program for the Upstream Petroleum Industry,
Guide to Developing a Basic Environmental Program for the Upstream
Petroleum Industry,
Guide for Effective Public Involvement,
Guide for Environmental Audits, and
Environmental Operating Guidelines for Alberta, British Columbia and
Saskatchewan.
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In 1998, CAPP initiated a Stewardship Program that embraces the following
principles:
•
•
•
•
•

corporate commitment to stewardship,
public consultation,
benchmarking,
operating practices, and
verification.

As of January 1, 2003, all CAPP members have committed to the stewardship
initiative that has four levels of recognition.
ARPEL is an association of Latin American and Central American oil and gas
producers (www.arpel.org). Their web site contains a number of best practices
documents, many of which have been developed by Canadian practitioners.
The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has produced
operational guides in the rain forest and mangrove areas. Also the United Nations
Environmental Program (UNEP) has collaborated with the E & P Forum on a
number of best practice publications listed in the bibliography.
The International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association
(IPIECA) was established in 1974 (web site www.ipieca.org). It is a voluntary
non-profit organization whose membership includes both petroleum companies
and associations at the national, regional or international levels. IPIECA addresses
global environmental issues related to the petroleum industry: climate change,
biodiversity, oil spill preparedness and response, social responsibility, fuel quality
and vehicle emissions, and human health. The IPIECA publication titled Oil and
Gas Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments contains a number of case
studies of innovative practices used by the oil industry around the world.
Other industry associations have produced operational guides such as the
International Association of Geophysical Contractors seismic guidelines
(www.iagc.org) and the Offshore Oil and Gas Environment Forum
(www.oilandgasforum.net) that provide useful information on environment and
sustainable development issues pertinent to the offshore petroleum industry. The
Society of Professional Engineers (SPE) web site (www.spe.org) has an extensive
on-line searchable library of SPE papers and presentations.
Finally, annual reports of oil companies include references to best operating
practices and initiatives to reduce environmental impacts and footprint.
3.2

Literature from Government Organizations
In Alberta, the Energy Utilities Board (EUB) has provided environmental
standards to industry in the form of Information Letters, Interim Directives,
Guides and Bulletins which are available on the EUB web site
(www.eub.gov.ab.ca). Alberta Environment has also recently published Prairie
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Oil and Gas: A Lighter Footprint to provide best management practices for oil and
gas activities on native prairie and parkland (Sinton 2001).
The British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) has provided the Oil and
Gas Handbook and information letters that are available on the OGC web site
(www.ogc.gov.bc.ca).
The US Department of Energy has developed a publication on the Environmental
Benefits of Advanced Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Technology which
provides a comprehensive review of innovative practices to protect the
environment and reduce footprint. This document can be viewed at:
www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/oilgas/publications/environmentalbenefits/
Technological advances for reducing footprint of operations in Alaska have been
discussed by Twyman (2001).
3.3

Literature from Other Organizations
Several NGO’s and NGO-industry associations have produced guides for best
practices for oil and gas operations.
Conservation International (see Rosenfeld et al. 1997) has produced an extensive
review of minimizing the impacts of oil and gas activities in the tropics. The
Energy and Biodiversity Initiative (EBI) was launched in 2001 to foster the
development of a partnership between leading conservation organizations and
energy companies with the goal of biodiversity conservation. EBI is made up of
nine organizations - BP, ChevronTexaco, Conservation International, Fauna and
Flora International, The Nature Conservancy, Shell, Smithsonian Institution,
Statoil, and The World Conservation Union. The EBI web site (www.ebi.org)
contains information on good practices, guidelines and models to maximize
biodiversity and minimize environmental impacts in areas of oil and gas
development.
Business Partners for Development (BPD) was set up to examine ways and means
of fostering tri-sector partnerships between industry, government and civil
society. It was formed on the belief that win-win situations could be created to
benefit industry while achieving the social objectives of local communities and
the government which in turn would foster social and financial stability. The
natural resources cluster was set up specifically to implement tri-sector
partnerships in mining and oil and gas projects. The BPD web site (www.bpdnaturalresources.org/) contains extensive information on focus projects,
publications and training modules which would be useful for pre-planning future
oil and gas developments.
The Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) is considering developing
guidelines for oil and gas activities in the foothills of Alberta (P. Lullman, pers.
comm.).
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The World Bank has produced a series of environmental guidelines for the oil and
natural gas industry as part of its Pollution Abatement Handbook. Recently an
operational manual for best practices in construction and operations of gas
pipelines has been produced (Juan Quintero, pers. comm.). Also the World Bank
has recently conducted a review of extractive industry practices available at
www.eireview.org (Salim 2003).
Wawryk (2002) produced a review of international environmental standards in the
oil industry that focused primarily on tools for environmental management. She
provides an interesting insight from a legal perspective regarding global
standardization of industry best practices:
But what is “best practice” in the international oil industry?
What standards should be employed? No treaties have been
negotiated with the specific aim of regulating the onshore
activities of the oil and gas exploration and production industry
operating within the borders of individual states. This stems
historically from the view that the regulation of onshore
resource exploitation falls within the domestic jurisdiction of
states. In this context, the standards, guidelines and best
operating practices developed by oil industry association
bodies, and nongovernmental and intergovernmental
organizations (NGOs and IGOs) constitute the major efforts to
achieve uniform standards and operating practices across the
globe.
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4

Survey Results – Evolving Approaches to Minimizing the Effects of Oil and
Gas Activities in Forested Areas
4.1

Summary Table of Evolving Practices
A number of evolving practices were identified by oil and gas company survey
respondents. These practices are summarized in Table 1 and are discussed in more
detail in the following section. Additional information on case study examples
provided by respondents is provided in Appendix C.
Individual companies are not named in this evaluation unless otherwise indicated
in the case studies.

4.2

Discussion of Survey Results
Seventeen (17) responses were received from the initial survey of CAPP member
companies soliciting evolving approaches to reducing the footprint of oil and gas
activities in forested landscapes. Evolving approaches identified in the survey are
summarized in Table 1 and discussed in more detail in the following sections.
4.2.1 Evolving Approaches to Minimize the Footprint of Oil and Gas
Activities While Acquiring Exploration Mineral Rights
Two respondents noted approaches to reducing the footprint of oil and gas
development activities at the mineral rights acquisition stage. One respondent
described a process of examining postings prior to mineral rights sales to
determine environmental and surface issues. This company attempts to identify
environmental issues and potential mitigation approaches in advance of bid
proposals for acquiring rights. Where successful, they then track these issues and
mitigation approaches in their land system.
The reported costs of such activities are minimal and a strong business case can
be made for proactive approaches to manage environmental and social risks as
part of the mineral rights acquisition process. A barrier noted in the survey to
implementing this technique was the challenge of obtaining sufficient information
in a timely and cost-effective manner.
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Table 1. Evolving Approaches to Minimizing the Footprint of Oil and Gas Activities in Forested Landscapes
Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

ACQUIRING EXPLORATION MINERAL RIGHTS
1. Examining surface restrictions prior to posting or
bidding on crown lands. Strategies to reduce
footprints are considered prior to, or as part of the
mineral bidding process. Unique requirements and
strategies or approaches to address them along with
appropriate company personnel contacts are then
flagged in the land system when mineral rights are
obtained.

Enhanced opportunities to consider
regional effects of development and to
coordinate planning with other resource
users.

Identifying surface conditions
before acquiring mineral rights.

PRE-PROJECT PLANNING
2. Coordinated planning with other resource users
especially forestry companies. An activity where
coordination is most effective is timber harvesting and
facility site clearing or access road development for
wellsite construction.

Enhances opportunities to eliminate the
footprint and costs of unnecessary
access for oil and gas activities when
these requirements can be coordinated
with other resource users.

Save $$$'s

Time, planning resources,
corporate commitment, inertia.
See ConocoPhillips case
study.

3. Coordinated planning with project design
engineering and environmental staff to minimize land
requirements.

Up to 25% reduction in land requirements
through education of design-engineering
teams.

Save $$'s

Time, planning resources,
corporate commitment. See
Imperial case study.

4. The “30 day rig ready program” - Better
coordination between surface land, regulatory,
environmental, geology and drilling teams to maintain
a steady availability of approved drilling locations “rig
ready.”

Avoids last minute crisis planning leading
to poor environmental and economic
decision making.

Save $'s

Time, planning resources,
corporate commitment and
organizational capabilities. See
Burlington case study.

5. Use of LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) for
innovative range mapping to map landscape
topography and identify where efficiencies for ground
work may exist.

Improves efficiency of surface land
decision making and utilization.

$$

Costs, planning time and
resources. See Devon seismic
case study.
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Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

PRE-PROJECT PLANNING (cont.)
6. Regional commitment to “No Net Increase in
Access” implemented through reclaiming existing
wellsites and/or access roads or closing off existing
access to other users to establish access “credits.”
These access credits can then be used for new
access associated with new exploration activities.

Reduces the footprint of new activities by
mitigating access effects. Mitigates
cumulative effects associated with
increased access creation.

$-$$

Costs, planning time and
resources. See Shell case
study.

7. Extensive use of “mulchers,” “enviro-drills,”
LIDAR, Global positioning (GPS) and Inertial
navigation (INS - to position lines under the forest
canopy without using line of site) for Low Impact
Seismic (LIS) seismic line access (1.75- 2.5 meter
line widths).

As much as 50% reduction in footprint
over conventional techniques. Reduced
reclamation costs and improved worker
safety performance.

$ to $$$ depending on LIS
width.

Costs, corporate commitment.
See Suncor and Devon case
studies.

8. Forestry companies that waive or lower Timber
Damage Fees for low impact seismic (LIS) programs.

Waiving timber damage fees creates an
economic incentive for oil and gas
exploration companies to reduce line
widths and the resulting footprint of
seismic programs.

Save $'s

A barrier that pertains to both
seismic work and access roads
is how timber damage charges
are spent (i.e. not on reforesting the linear features
that oil and gas have
constructed, which is
essentially the service that oil
and gas companies are paying
Timber Damage Assessments
(TDA’s) for). A possible
solution to this is the reduction
of TDA fees, and oil and gas
companies taking on the
responsibility of stewardship
and linear feature recovery/
management.

SEISMIC ACTIVITIES
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Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

EXPLORATORY DRILLING
9. Use of extended reach low profile portable
bridges.

Minimizes requirements to cut and fill
where permanent bridges are not
required.

$

10. Utilization of matting to access drilling sites.

Extends the drilling season while
reducing access and wellsite width and
size requirements.

$$

11. Use of Coil Rigs to depth of 3000 m with 1.5”
borehole.

Coil rig drilling requirements allow for
smaller wellsites, reduce operational
noise, cleaner operations and less visual
impact and disturbance at the drilling site.
Reduced setup times and faster drilling
reduce the duration of disturbance.

Can reduce $’s in selected
situations.

One respondent reported poor
performance of coil rig drilling
operations in cold weather and
higher risk of drilling problems.

12. Providing electrical power to drilling rig from
available electrical grid rather than diesel/electric
generators

Minimize local emissions, noise and
disturbance.

0-$$$

Costs, availability of electrical
infrastructure (technique only
applicable in certain
situations).

13. Utilizing snow blowing equipment to fill ravines,
etc. for temporary access.

Reduce the impacts of temporary access
for wellsites, seismic etc.; Minimize the
impact to the bed and banks of
watercourses.

$$$

Costs, equipment, seasonal
restrictions

14. Drilling technology such as PDC bits and use of
mud motors reduces drilling time thus minimizing the
disturbance to wildlife

Significantly reduced time required to drill
wells reducing temporal disturbance and
in some instances allowing deep wells to
be drilled in one season (i.e. winter).

Can reduce drilling costs.

15. Use of are self-leveling (hydraulic legs under
substructure to aid in leveling rig) rigs for shallow and
intermediate depth wells to reduce the amount of
earthwork required for drilling locations.

Reduce requirement to level drilling
locations. Reduce impact to landscape.

$’s
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Limited to smaller rigs (singles)
and to relatively level
topography.
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Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

EXPLORATORY DRILLING (cont.)
16. Use of mulching equipment to clear access
roads and wellsite leases for winter drilling locations.

Access development is being reduced
from 8 m to 6 m in width as no additional
space is required to pile and/or burn
slash. Disturbance to duff layer or soils is
completely avoided in most instances.

May save $’s

Equipment limited to certain
regions and topography.

17. Lease size is reduced by using approaches such
as Minimal Disturbance techniques or Wellsite
Spacing Recommendations from CAPP Wellsite
Spacing Committee initiative.

Demonstrated examples of reducing
lease size from 110m x 110m to 60m x
80m (more than 50% reduction).

Optimizing lease size
usually reduces drilling and
reclamation costs

Regulatory requirements for
equipment spacing not always
consistent with optimizing
wellsite lease design.

18. Frosting-in roads eliminates the need for borrow
pits required for conventional road construction.

Minimizes excavation and extensive site
disturbance, footprint

May save $’s

Applicable only to temporary
winter road construction.

19. Use of multi-well pads and horizontal drilling
allows for the consolidation of many well leases and
access roads to a single location.

Reduces footprint and allows for
optimization of surface location.

Usually saves $’s

Applicable to specific
development and reservoir
situations.

20. Improved pad well design to reduce land
requirements. Using deviated well technology,
existing pads were already small. By utilizing new
technologies such as vent gas compression through
multiphase pumps and inferred production
measurement, further reductions in lease size were
achieved.

Reduces the amount of surface land
needed on multi-wellsites by an
"additional" 20 to 30%. Also reduces
valves, piping, steel, building area and
instrumentation requirements leading to
further reductions in surface area
requirements (and costs).

Save $’s

Applicable to specific
development and reservoir
situations.

21. Use of 3rd party abandoned sites rather than
creating new disturbance. Suspend producing wells
to permit drilling a second well on same site.

Eliminate additional land disturbance.
Reduce costs by avoiding liability for
onerous contemporary reclamation
standards.

$’s

Applicable to specific
development and reservoir
situations.

22. Use of stream crossing “Olvert” in place of
conventional culverts.

Olvert keeps the bottom of the stream
bed in a natural state.

$-$$

Effectiveness being evaluated.

FIELD DEVELOPMENT FOR PRODUCTION
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Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

FIELD DEVELOPMENT FOR PRODUCTION (cont.)
23. Analysis of well spacing requirement guidelines
in lease construction based on whether it is a
development well or exploratory well to minimize
lease size and other factors.

Minimize surface area requirements.

Save $’s

Innovations with respect to
wellsite size are difficult due to
Provincial occupational safety
and regulatory requirements.

24. Utilize short term, temporary facilities to prove up
a field. Technology and equipment now exists to
install low impact temporary facilities (double walled
tanks, self-contained separator buildings on skids,
portable compressors).

Helps to prevent installation of facilities
that may not be necessary. Allows the
remote operation of facilities that may
prevent construction of access roads.
Eliminate need for regular ground
management by operators and thus
access roads.

May save $’s

25. Solvent Aided Process at SAGD operations to
improve bitumen recovery and reduce the amount of
time required to extract the bitumen reserves.

Reduce time frame for oil
production/recovery.

26. Drilling pipeline through a mountain to avoid
construction on steep slopes and in sensitive habitat.

Regulatory approval would not have been
obtained with a conventional pipeline
trenching approach. Drilling through the
mountain reduces the need to construct
on steep slopes.

$$$$

See Husky case study.

27. Utilizing wellsite spacing recommendations to
design production leases, pipelines, etc.

Establish smaller leases (80mx60m vs.
110mx110m).

Optimizing lease size can
save $’s

See Wellsite Optimization case
study.

28. Utilize mulching equipment to clear wellsites,
access roads and pipeline rights-of-way rather than
conventional cutting & burning.

Minimizes need for “pushouts” and
therefore allows reduction in access road
widths, pipeline rights-of-way, etc.

May save $$

Particularly appropriate to
higher density operations such
as SAGD heavy oil
development. See Devon case
study.

OPERATIONS

See CNRL case study.

DEVELOPMENT DRILLING
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Technique

Benefits Footprint Reduction

Costs Relative to
Conventional Practice

Barriers

DEVELOPMENT DRILLING (cont.)
29. Use of casing gas as an alternative fuel.

Gas is used as makeup fuel rather than
sent to flare.

$

See CNRL case study.

SUSPENSION, ABANDONMENT, AND RECLAMATION
30. Working with FMA holder early in the
reclamation phase to partner in the planting of trees,
accelerating recovery to forest ecosystem.

Opportunities to reduce the footprint of
activities by expediting the return of
disturbed lands to pre-disturbance
conditions.

Save $’s

Time, planning resources.

31. Reducing drilling and completion timeframes so
that reclamation can often be completed in the same
season as the well was drilled.

Wells drilled in the winter season and
subsequently reclaimed prior to spring
breakup eliminate need for a new access
road in the following year just for
reclamation.

Save $’s

Seasonal applicability.

32. Utilizing mulching for access roads, pipeline
“rights-of-way,” seismic lines and wellsite
construction.

Eliminates adverse effects such as slash
and burning, needing excess width to pile
slash. Leaves native grass seeds in place
so that there is no introduction of nonnative seeds to the area and serves to
act as a nutrient horizon to the topsoil.

May save $’s
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4.2.2 Pre-Project Planning
Four survey respondents identified techniques to reduce the footprint of oil and
gas activities at the pre-project planning stage. One of the best examples of how
pre-project planning can reduce footprint and reduce project development costs
involves coordinating activities with other resource users. The ConocoPhillips
Canada Surmont heavy oil project used Integrated Landscape Management (ILM)
as a tool to coordinate activities with Alberta Pacific (Al-Pac), the forest
leaseholder. ILM offers an opportunity to realize significant reductions in both
environmental footprint and development costs. By planning wellsite and facility
development and timber harvesting plans collaboratively with Al-Pac,
ConocoPhillips Canada was able to identify opportunities to significantly reduce
the overall footprint of the project and to realize cost savings (for more
information see Appendix C).
The use of Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) technology to map landscape
topography in advance of activities was also identified by several respondents as a
technique that improves pre-project planning by allowing the overall footprint of
activities to be reduced.
Burlington Resources described an innovative approach involving a “30 day rigready initiative.” This maintains an inventory of drilling locations, approved by
regulators, for each rig contracted by the company. By pre-planning drilling
activities, more opportunities for coordination are realized and fewer poor “last
minute” decisions are made which compromise both costs and the project
footprint. In addition, the company maintains better management control over its
drilling program. The footprint minimization and cost savings from timely
planning of drilling programs are difficult to quantify, however both are
considered to be significant. The increased economic costs of poor decisions and
their subsequent affect on the footprint of drilling activities are commonly
experienced by companies with active drilling programs.
4.2.3 Seismic Activities
A number of respondents identified evolving footprint minimization approaches
that are being developed and utilized in the seismic industry. These approaches
result from combining new technologies such as LIDAR mapping, Global
Positioning (GPS), Inertial Navigation (INS) and distributed recording systems
with new equipment developed for mulching source and recording lines (rather
than hand cutting or clearing with bulldozers) and utilizing smaller “enviro” drills
that are capable of traversing narrow lines to drill shot holes.
The reduction in the footprint of combined use of these evolving technologies and
equipment is very significant. Low impact seismic access lines are now being cut
as narrow as 1.75 m.
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In selected instances, the reductions in footprint associated with the use of new
positioning technologies and mulching equipment are achieved at costs nearly
competitive with conventional approaches. The use of one narrow line mulcher is
reported to do the work of approximately 20 laborers who would hand cut such a
line. Furthermore, the use of mulching equipment eliminates the need for burning
slash piles or utilizing “debris” push outs often associated with conventional
seismic practices. It also improves worker safety by eliminating the risks of hand
cutting seismic trails. By providing a ready source of organic material, mulching
can also aid vegetation recovery. Some forestry companies are waiving the
requirement for timber damage fees when low impact seismic programs are used
in place of conventional seismic practices.
The use of geo-positioning technologies in new mulching equipment allows the
operator to establish a “meandering” seismic trail between shot points which also
reduces the line-of-sight of seismic lines. This may also reduce the indirect
footprint and associated wildlife impacts.
With the recent trend toward larger 3-dimensional seismic programs that
commonly require up to 1,500 km of seismic lines to gather geophysical data,
evolving low impact seismic techniques represent one of most important
opportunities to reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities in forested areas.
4.2.4 Exploratory Drilling
A number of exploratory drilling approaches and techniques were identified by
respondents. These include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

use of extended reach low profile portable bridges,
utilizing snow making equipment to establish temporary river crossings,
utilizing matting to access drilling sites in winter and summer,
improved drilling bits which reduce drilling duration, and
self-leveling drilling rigs which reduce the need for extensive earth work to
level wellsites.

Each of these techniques results in a reduction of the footprint required to access
and drill exploratory wells in forested areas. In most instances, the direct costs of
these techniques are higher than conventional approaches. In some cases however,
it is unlikely that regulatory approvals would have been obtained without these
innovative techniques.
Mulching techniques are one of the most interesting evolving approaches to
access road and wellsite preparation in some exploratory drilling situations. In
appropriate locations, drilling leases are being constructed without the use of a
bulldozer and with minimal disturbance to surface duff or soils. This technique
involves mulching vegetation on access roads and wellsites and freezing the roads
and lease sites in preparation for drilling activity. Mulching equipment can handle
up to 2.5 m widths and mulch trees up to 91 cm (36 inches) in diameter. Mulching
access roads and lease sites appears to be most effective for shallow wells (400 –
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500 m deep) in muskeg areas with relatively flat terrain. Mulching leaves stumps
and roots intact which helps to prevent erosion and improves subsequent
revegetation and reclamation. Mulching wellsite access roads allows road widths
to be reduced from 8 m to 6 m because debris does not need to be piled along the
road edge as required for conventional road clearing techniques.
Mulching equipment chops up vegetation and debris and deposits it on the access
or lease site. Other equipment mulches and tills or incorporates mulched materials
into the soil and duff layer. Both techniques are reported to result in improved
vegetation regrowth, especially shrubs.
4.2.5 Production Development
The practice of drilling more than one well from well pad sites has been used for a
number of years to reduce combined lease and access footprint. The survey
identified a number of evolving approaches that have been applied for heavy oil
development to improve multi-well pad techniques.
One respondent noted that better communication between environmental and
design engineering personnel during project planning resulted in the development
of an improved well production equipment design. This new design allowed for
an overall decrease in multi-pad wellsite/production site footprint by 20 to 30%
over conventional approaches. This was achieved by combining new technologies
such as vent gas compression through multiphase pumps and inferred production
measurement. New pad design also reduced piping, valve and building area
requirements, resulting in reduced facility construction costs of 10% to 20%.
Other evolving approaches included the use of existing ‘abandoned’ sites to drill
new wells or abandoning existing “marginal” wells and reusing the site to drill a
second new well, rather than creating new disturbances.
Another respondent described efforts to discriminate between development wells
and exploration wells in designing and constructing leases. Lease sizes can often
be reduced for development wells because well characteristics are better
understood. This company noted that the major barriers to lease size reduction are
regulated safety spacing requirements for wellsite equipment.
The use of ‘Olverts’ (designed to maintain the existing stream bed in a natural
state) is being tested for effectiveness by one company. The Olvert is intended to
eliminate the negative effects on resident and migrating fish populations
associated with the failure and blockage of conventional culverts.
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4.2.6 Operations
Evolving approaches to reduce the footprint of operational activities were
identified by several survey respondents. The use of technology, such as
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), to remotely operate wells
and pipelines, continues to develop and reduce the need for permanent access
roads to provide regular physical access for operations personnel.
The evolving use of solvent-aided processes for bitumen recovery was noted as a
strategy to remove heavy oil resources in a timely manner thereby reducing
project temporal impacts.
One respondent notes the use of temporary production facilities to prove up fields.
Applicable primarily to oil field exploration and development, the technology
now exists to install temporary facilities such as double-walled tanks, selfcontained separator buildings and portable compressors on skids to gather more
production data prior to installation of permanent equipment. This approach
reduces the unnecessary disturbance during field facility development and reduces
costs by ensuring appropriate permanent facility design.
Another respondent noted that through continuous improvement in drilling
technologies and equipment design on multi pad well facilities, they achieved a
35% reduction in the physical footprint of a heavy oil development compared to
plans and surface area requirements outlined in the company’s application. By
extending the reach and resulting reservoir coverage of horizontal wells, the
number of pads required to effectively tap the reservoir has been reduced.
Reducing the number of pads also reduces infrastructure service requirements
(steam lines, access roads, pad and wellsites, etc.) and resulted in footprint
reduction. The project’s innovations were driven primarily by improved
economics associated with enhanced reservoir production at lower cost.
This respondent also noted a 75-80% reduction in water usage by switching to
water recycling and using brackish rather than fresh water. The initial
implementation of a produced water recycling initiative reduced freshwater
requirements for each cubic meter of oil produced from 4 m3 to 1.5 m3. Utilizing
brackish water will further reduce freshwater requirements to 0.1 m3 of fresh
water for each cubic meter of oil produced. Recovering and recycling brackish
water has the added advantage of conserving energy by capturing the heat in the
hot water returning to producing wells. The decision to invest in equipment
modifications necessary to utilize brackish water was driven by an overall project
‘risk management’ strategy to reduce reliance on freshwater supplies in an
economic manner (see CNRL Case Study, Appendix C).
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4.2.7 Suspension, Abandonment and Reclamation
Respondents reiterated techniques identified in early phases of the development
cycle as critical to evolving approaches to reduce the footprint of oil and gas
activities at the suspension, abandonment and reclamation phase.
Several respondents noted the ongoing work with FMA holders during the
reclamation phase to partner in tree planting operations and in accelerating
recovery to forest ecosystems. Several other CAPP members also highlighted the
ultimate reclamation benefits of using mulching-type technologies for seismic,
pipeline, access and wellsite clearing. Benefits reported for mulching include
reduced cost and improved revegetation, especially for shrubs. One respondent
noted the effectiveness of revegetation in caribou management areas where rapid
revegetation is preferred.
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5

Analysis and Observations
As discussed in Section 1, the cumulative impacts of oil and gas development are
expressed in several ways:
•
•
•
•
•

direct mortality (e.g., road kills),
indirect mortality (increased hunting, trapping, and predation),
direct loss of habitat (from wellsites, roads, facilities etc.),
indirect loss of habitat (areas avoided due to traffic, noise, etc.), and
barriers to movement resulting from physical disruption or avoidance.

Innovative practices identified in this study help reduce the risk of cumulative
impacts by minimizing the direct and indirect footprint of development activities.
Table 2 summarizes the known or assumed environmental benefits of these
innovative practices.
A number of observations emerge from this examination of the evolving
approaches adopted by CAPP member companies.
5.1

Industry is responding to need to reduce footprint
The responses to this survey clearly indicate that the oil and gas industry is
responding to the need to reduce impacts in forested areas. Measures are being
applied across all phases of oil and gas activity and involve a combination of
planning approaches and technical innovations.
Industry response is being driven by a number of factors:
•
•
•
•

5.2

oil and gas activities are increasingly being concentrated in more controversial
areas and require more stringent regulatory approvals;
public concerns over oil and gas operations continue to rise;
the intensity of oil and gas operations in forested areas continues to grow
relative to conventional production areas in parkland and prairie; and
the potential for cumulative effects in forested areas is greater because of the
extent of combined land disturbance by forestry, oil and gas, agricultural,
recreational and other activities.

Early planning in consultation with other resource users reduces
costs, footprint, and cumulative effects
A number of new techniques are being developed to reduce habitat impacts, and
manage the timing and duration of oil and gas development activities. Many
CAPP member companies clearly recognize the growing concerns about the
cumulative effects of oil and gas development in Canada’s forested regions and
are developing and utilizing approaches to reduce these effects.
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Table 2. Environmental benefits of innovative footprint minimization techniques used during oil and gas development.

Evolving Techniques
by Development Phase

Integrating
Land Use(s)

Avoiding
Important
Features

Managing
Direct
Mortality

Managing
Indirect
Mortality

Reducing
Direct
Footprint

Reducing
Indirect
Footprint

Reducing
Footprint
Duration

Enhanced
Habitat
Reclamation

ACQUIRING EXPLORATION MINERAL RIGHTS
1.) Analysis and planning as
part of the pre-tenure mineral
acquisition process.

XXX

XXX

X

XX

XX

XX

XX

X

2.) Coordinated or integrated
planning with other resource
users especially forestry
companies.

XXX

XXX

XX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

3.) Coordinated planning with
project design engineering
and environmental staff to
minimize surface area
requirements.

X

XX

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

4.) Coordinating regulatory,
environmental, geology and
drilling teams to maintain a
"30 day rig ready" inventory of
drilling locations.

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

PRE-PROJECT PLANNING

X – Low benefit.
XX – Medium benefit.
XXX – High benefit.
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Evolving Techniques
by Development Phase

Integrating
Land Use(s)

Avoiding
Important
Features

Managing
Direct
Mortality

Managing
Indirect
Mortality

Reducing
Direct
Footprint

Reducing
Indirect
Footprint

Reducing
Footprint
Duration

Enhanced
Habitat
Reclamation

PRE-PROJECT PLANNING (cont.)
5.) Use of LIDAR to identify
opportunities to improve
surface area planning.

XXX

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

XXX

XXX

X

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

XXX

XXX

SEISMIC ACTIVITIES
6.) Use of Mulchers, GPS,
INS to conduct low impact
seismic activities.
7.) Forest companies
"waiving" timber damage fees
for low impact seismic
programs.
EXPLORATORY DRILLING
8.) Use of extended reach low
profile portable bridges

XXX

9.) Utilizing matting to access
drilling locations.
10.) Use of Heli Coil Rigs.
11.) Utilizing electrical grid to
power drilling rig.
12.) Snow blowing equipment
for temporary access across
ravines, creeks, etc.
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Evolving Techniques
by Development Phase

Integrating
Land Use(s)

Avoiding
Important
Features

Managing
Direct
Mortality

Managing
Indirect
Mortality

Reducing
Direct
Footprint

Reducing
Indirect
Footprint

Reducing
Footprint
Duration

Enhanced
Habitat
Reclamation

XXX

XXX

XXX

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

EXPLORATORY DRILLING (cont.)
13.) Improved drill mats and
mud motors to reduce drilling
timeframes.
14.) Utilizing self-leveling rigs
to reduce need for leveling
drill sites.

XXX

15.) Utilizing mulching
equipment to clear access
roads and well leases.

XXX

16.) Lease size reduction by
using minimal disturbance
requirements and analysis.

XXX

FIELD DEVELOPMENT FOR PRODUCTION
17.) Use of multi-well pads to
reduce lease sites and access
roads.

X

XXX

X

XXX

18.) Improved pad design to
reduce surface area
requirements.

XXX

19.) Utilizing 3rd party
abandoned sites (or
abandoning existing sites).
20.) Use of "Olvert" to
enhance fish habitat.
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Evolving Techniques
by Development Phase

Integrating
Land Use(s)

Avoiding
Important
Features

Managing
Direct
Mortality

Managing
Indirect
Mortality

Reducing
Direct
Footprint

Reducing
Indirect
Footprint

Reducing
Footprint
Duration

Enhanced
Habitat
Reclamation

XX

XX

X

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

X

XXX

XXX

X

XXX

X

FIELD DEVELOPMENT FOR PRODUCTION (cont.)
21.) Planning and analysis of
wellsite spacing requirements
to "optimize" lease footprint
(110m x 110m to 60m x 80m).

XXX

OPERATIONS
22.) Utilize temporary
production facilities to "prove
up fields.”

X

X

23.) Solvent aided process for
SAGD operations to reduce
time requirements to extract
bitumen reserves.

X

24.) Drilling pipeline through a
mountain to avoid construction
on steep slopes and in
sensitive habitat.

XXX

XXX

XX

DEVELOPMENT DRILLING
25.) Utilize mulching
equipment to clear wellsites,
access roads and pipeline
ROW's.
26). Utilize casing gas as
alternative fuel source.
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Evolving Techniques
by Development Phase

Integrating
Land Use(s)

Avoiding
Important
Features

Managing
Direct
Mortality

Managing
Indirect
Mortality

Reducing
Direct
Footprint

Reducing
Indirect
Footprint

Reducing
Footprint
Duration

Enhanced
Habitat
Reclamation

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

XXX

XXX

SUSPENSION, ABANDONMENT AND RECLAMATION
27.) Working with FMA holder
to accelerate reclamation
recovery to forest ecosystem.

XXX

28.) Schedule & expedite
winter drilling to allow
reclamation in same season.

XX

X – Low benefit.
XX – Medium benefit.
XXX – High benefit.
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The effects of these activities are often dictated by the physical setting in which
activities take place. For instance, LIS techniques that reduce the direct footprint
of geophysical programs may or may not reduce the cumulative effects of
industrial activities on the environment. Conducting activities without the benefit
of regional land and resource management objectives reduces the effectiveness of
project activities undertaken by individual companies.
Broadly speaking, strategies to integrate pre-project planning with other resource
users minimize the timing and extent of infrastructure requirements thereby
reducing the direct and indirect footprint of development activities in forested
regions.
Effective management of cumulative effects also requires the development of new
fiscal and policy initiatives that foster evolving integrated land management
approaches among various resource sectors. Establishing formal regional
processes, forums, and mechanisms will enhance the positive outcome of
integrated resource planning discussions between oil and gas companies and other
resource users.
5.3

Cost savings are a major driver in the development of approaches to
reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities
A number of techniques and/or evolving approaches identified in the CAPP
survey were developed as part of initiatives to reduce exploration and
development costs. Clearly, innovative or evolving footprint minimization
approaches must be economically viable as well as providing environmental
benefits.
In some instances, evolving approaches or techniques identified in the survey are
significantly more expensive than conventional practices. These techniques are
typically used in ‘unique’ circumstances where very specific physical, ecological
and regulatory conditions dictate that conventional practices would not be
acceptable. In these situations, the additional costs of evolving approaches or
innovative practices are simply considered as the ‘cost of doing business’. It is
unlikely that these approaches will be utilized routinely as ‘best’ practices until
their associated costs come more closely in line with conventional approaches.

5.4

Innovative techniques evolve very rapidly to best practices
In reviewing the results of the survey with CAPP member companies, it is evident
that innovative practices that are economically viable and make good
environmental sense evolve very rapidly from the innovative ‘pilot’ stage to
adoption as ‘best‘ practices or even conventional approaches. This observation
created significant challenges in the survey − what was ’innovative‘ for one
company might already be an accepted or best practice in another company.
Defining and characterizing techniques is problematic due to the speed with
which the industry embraces new good ideas or practices.
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Another factor which may explain the rapid uptake in ideas is the significant
amount of work done for all companies by a relatively small group of oilfield
subcontractors. When a contractor develops a new more innovative approach, it is
quickly applied to a number of different situations with various companies. An
example of this is the use of mulching equipment in low impact seismic activities.
Not only does the use of mulchers, combined with GIS and Inertial Navigation
equipment, actually reduce footprint, in many situations it can be done at a
competitive cost and with fewer safety issues than conventional hand-cut lines.
Improvements in this low impact seismic technology coupled with financial
incentives such as a waiver on timber damage fees may cause this approach to
become a ’conventional practice‘ in a very short timeframe.
Having recognized the benefits of mulching technologies, it is now being applied
to other clearing operations for wellsites, access roads and pipeline rights-of-way
in situations where these benefits can be realized.
The competitive nature of Canada’s oil and natural gas industry provides an
incentive to implement evolving approaches to reduce costs and minimize direct
and indirect footprint.
5.5

Significant innovation in footprint reduction has occurred in the
seismic sector (mulchers, LIDAR, and Geo-positioning supporting
economically viable reductions in line width)
As noted above, the combined use of mulching and various geo-positioning
technologies has facilitated significant reductions in the footprint of seismic
activities. With typical 3-D seismic programs often in excess of 1,000 km of cut
line requirements, reducing the width of seismic lines from conventional 5 m
widths to 2.5 m width can reduce the direct footprint of a program by
approximately 50%, with a direct disturbance reduction of approximately 250 ha.
Further significant reductions can be realized if line width is reduced to 1.75 m.
The ‘effective’ footprint reduction is also enhanced by the meandering nature of
LIS programs which reduces direct line of sight and may reduce mortality from
predation on certain ungulate species.

5.6

Innovations in integrating “engineering and environmental design”
in production facilities development represent a significant
opportunity to reduce cost and footprint
Several examples from the operations phase illustrate significant opportunities to
both reduce the costs of facility development and the size of disturbance required
to construct facilities. These approaches include opportunities to enhance
directional drilling capabilities thereby reducing the number of well pad/
production facility requirements as well as the development of more compact and
efficient facilities which reduce costs and the surface land requirements. As noted
in one case study (see Imperial Appendix C), integration of environmental and
engineering requirements led to a reduction in production well and facility pads
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reducing facility capital costs by 25% and the direct footprint by 21%. The survey
results identified other similar examples of innovation in Canada’s oil and gas
industry.
5.7

Innovation focused in SAGD/heavy oil development (shallow
development/uniform terrain)
Many of the best examples of reducing the footprint of oil and gas development
activities came from operations in Alberta’s heavy oil regions. Reasons for this
may be related to the intensity and long time horizons for developing heavy oil
resources which create opportunities for better, more coordinated planning both
within companies and with other resource users such as the forest sector. Other
factors may include the large size of oil sands leases and the resulting
opportunities and responsibilities that one operations team has to establish longer
term development plans in the absence of other local competitors.
The experience of oil sands operators should be evaluated and applied to
operations in other forested regions as appropriate.

5.8

Evolving innovative practices are often project-specific, responding
to unique physical, stakeholder or regulatory conditions
The survey identified several innovative approaches to footprint reduction that are
unlikely to evolve to best or conventional approaches due to the unique driving
forces behind their application. An example of such a practice would be the use of
drilling equipment to “drill” a pipeline through a mountain rather than utilize
conventional trenching construction techniques. This techniques was significantly
more expensive that conventional approaches. However, without this additional
expense, regulatory approval could have been very difficult, or even unlikely.
Other approaches driven by similar stakeholder and regulatory sensitivities may
become routine. An example of this is the adoption of a “no net increase in
access” commitment by one CAPP member for ongoing development in a high
profile area of the Eastern Slopes. Meeting this commitment required the
company to expedite abandonment plans for other area oil and gas facilities and
the removal and reclamation of roads and wellsites. These access “credits” created
by the removal or reclamation of existing facilities were banked and “applied” in
subsequent seismic and drilling programs to meet the “no net increase in access”
commitment.

5.9

Conclusions
The results of this project were intended to achieve a number of objectives
including identifying evolving approaches to reduce the footprint of activities
which can be widely applied by CAPP companies, illustrating how these
techniques are useful in minimizing the footprint of activities, highlighting issues
or barriers, providing some economic perspectives on techniques or approaches,
and outlining stakeholder or regulatory issues where appropriate.
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The report clearly demonstrates that CAPP member companies continue to
identify and implement innovative approaches that reduce the footprint of
activities and, in many cases, reduce costs.
Most importantly, it is hoped that the techniques and discussions contained in this
report offer tools which can be utilized by CAPP member companies to improve
and enhance both the environmental and economic results of oil and gas activities,
not only in forested areas but other regions.
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A.1

Innovative Approaches to Footprint Minimization of Oil and Gas Activities
in Forested Areas

Please complete the following survey by October 21 and e-mail it to Rob McManus at robmcmanus@shaw.ca
Guidelines for Response:
1) Innovative practices should be those which are not routinely used throughout the industry
for the above purposes (e.g. “Best Practices” such as routine heli-portable seismic would
not be considered an innovative practice unless it is utilized in an innovative or new
application).
2) Innovative practices should include “innovative planning practices” for activities at any
point in the full-cycle for oil and gas development.
3) Innovative practices should result in a reduction of the footprint of oil and gas activities
in forested areas including the Rocky Mountain foothills and boreal forests of Alberta,
British Columbia and the southern NWT. Footprint is defined as the direct and indirect
effect of oil and gas activities on the environment.
4) An “innovative practice” to minimize footprint of activities should have a measurable
reduction in direct impacts (such as the removal of trees or impacts to habitat, wildlife or
soils etc.), or reduction in indirect impacts (such as noise, traffic or other kinds of
disturbance to adjacent areas). An innovative practice should lead to an improved
environmental outcome which can be measured or reasonably demonstrated.
5) The project team will be documenting a business case for implementation of innovative
practices in addition to environmental benefits.
6) The innovative practice should be current (within the last 5 years).
7) The project team will be following up on innovative practices identified in this survey in
a more extensive questionnaire in the coming weeks.
For more information, phone Rob McManus at 685-1808, Miles Scott-Brown at 685-8390, or
Terry Antoniuk at 266-6363.
COMPANY NAME ___________________________________________________________
COMPANY CONTACT ________________________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER
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Innovative Practices for Reducing the Footprint of Oil and Gas Activities:
Innovative planning and operational practices can reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities
directly by reducing the amount of physical disturbance which occurs to the land surface (e.g.
reducing lease sizes, pipeline rights of ways or seismic line widths, habitat fragmentation, etc.).
Does your company utilize any innovative practices that directly reduce the footprint of
activities in any of the following oil and gas related activities?
Yes

No
Acquiring Exploration Land Rights
Seismic Activities
Exploratory Drilling
Field Development for Production
Operations (including pipelines)
Suspension, Abandonment, and Reclamation

If YES, please briefly describe the innovative practice(s) and indicate how this activity
minimizes the footprint in forested areas.
Contact person(s) who could provide more detail regarding this innovative practice(s):
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________

Indirectly Reducing the “Spatial” Footprint:
Innovative planning and operational practices can reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities
indirectly by reducing the physical nature of disturbance that occurs (e.g. reducing traffic
through access management, construction disturbance, etc.). Does your company utilize any
innovative practices that indirectly reduce the footprint of activities in any of the following oil
and gas related activities?
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Yes

No
Acquiring Exploration Land Rights
Seismic Activities
Exploratory Drilling
Field Development for Production
Operations
Suspension, Abandonment, and Reclamation

If YES, please briefly describe the innovative practice(s) and indicate how this activity
minimizes the footprint in forested areas.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Contact person(s) who could provide more detail regarding this innovative practice(s):
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________

Indirectly Reducing the “Temporal” Footprint:
Innovative planning and operational practices can reduce the footprint of oil and gas activities
indirectly by reducing the time and duration of disturbance which occurs (e.g. by timing project
activities during periods of low habitat use, shortening the development cycle, operating in
specific time windows etc.). Does your company utilize any innovative practices that indirectly
reduce the footprint of activities in any of the following oil and gas related activities?
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Yes

No
Acquiring Exploration Land Rights
Seismic Activities
Exploratory Drilling
Field Development for Production
Operations
Suspension, Abandonment, and Reclamation

If YES, please describe the innovative practice(s) and indicate how this activity minimizes the
footprint in forested areas.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact person(s) who could provide more detail regarding this innovative practice(s):
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
NAME___________________ PHONE # _______________ E-MAIL ____________________
Thank you for your time and attention in completing this survey. Please attach it as a word file
and e-mail the response to: rob-mcmanus@shaw.ca
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B.1

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE USE OF “INNOVATIVE PRACTICES” IN THE OIL
AND GAS INDUSTRY

BACKGROUND
On behalf of CAPP, we are conducting a survey of oil and gas producers in forested
areas of B.C., Alberta and the southern NWT to assess the use of ”innovative” practices
that lead to a reduction in the footprint or disturbance effect attributed to oil and gas
industry activities. Innovative is defined as leading edge practices that go beyond
industry “best” practices as documented in various CAPP environmental operating
procedures and manuals for B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan. We are particularly
interested in the economic analysis of the practice – did it make good business sense
while also leading to social and environmental benefits?
You have previously received a preliminary questionnaire requesting information on the
use of innovative practices in your company’s operations. As means of follow-up to your
responses, we will be calling you shortly to fill out the attached detailed questionnaire,
the results of which will be later presented in a formal CAPP publication.
In order to assist you in completing this questionnaire, the following general list of
innovative practices organized by phase of activity, is attached. This list is only meant to
be a guide; you may have other innovative practices to contribute.
Acquiring Exploration Land Rights

•
•

Use of GIS and land based information for facility siting/location
Issue scoping

Seismic Activities

•
•
•
•

Advanced remote sensing techniques
3D seismic
New techniques in clearing, drilling, use of explosives etc.
Horse-drawn or heli-portable seismic

Exploratory Drilling

•
•
•

Reduced drill pad size/footprint
Horizontal drilling
Extended reach drilling
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designer wells
Slimhole drilling
Under-balanced drilling
Through-tubing rotary drilling
Coiled Tubing
Use of synthetic muds
Closed loop mud systems
Downhole cuttings disposal
Recycling of drill cuttings
Use of wooden mats or artificial rig mats
Temporary road construction/removal (includes ice roads)
Disposal of production and testing fluids

Field Development for Production

•
•
•
•

Slimhole drilling
Coiled tubing
Multi-lateral drilling
Measurement while drilling (MWD)

Operations (including pipelines)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directional drilling for pipeline river crossings (new variant)
Hydrostatic testing procedures
Produced water treatment and disposal (low TDS)
New waste management procedures – e.g. zero discharge
Flaring optimization – energy generation – e.g. Mercury Electric
Discontinuous permafrost (pipelines)
Downhole oil/water separation
SCADA
Cogeneration

Suspension, Abandonment, and Reclamation

•
•

Native habitat restoration/greenhouses
Road bed restoration/removal

Other

•
•
•

Offset compensation
Recovery of archaeological resources
Specialized environmental protection measures e.g. species at risk
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE USE OF “INNOVATIVE PRACTICES” IN THE
OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
1. In what phases of the oil and gas process was the innovative practice applied? (e.g.
seismic, drilling and exploration, production, transport, commercialization etc. Was
the innovative practice applied throughout the life of your project?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Describe the innovative practice? Why do you consider it to be innovative? (Do you
have photos, plans, technical details etc. that we can use?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3. What were the reasons you implemented this practice? What were the driving forces
(corporate environmental compliance, regulatory pressure, public concerns,
personal initiative etc)? Was this practice implemented for strictly environmental
reasons?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
4. How did this reduce the “footprint” impact of your operations?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
5. What were the costs of implementing this practice? (Initial capital cost, annual
operating cost, training of personnel and contractors etc.). Does this innovative
practice make good business sense?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
6. How do these costs compare with a conventional approach? Was it more expensive
and if so how?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
7. What were the benefits of the innovative practice (environmental compliance,
reduction in regulatory concerns, reduced liabilities, economic)?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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8. Was management supportive of this initiative?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
9. What were the barriers towards implementing the practice? (Corporate policies,
legal, regulatory, cost, stakeholder concerns, lack of precedence etc).
_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
10. Are there any safety concerns associated with the implementation of the innovative
practice?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
11. Did you consult landowners and other stakeholders regarding the use of the
practice? Was there any benefit in this regard?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
12. Was there any involvement of regulators in implementing this practice?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
13. Was knowledge of this practice disseminated in the company and used in other
operations? Are other operators following suit?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
14. Would you/have you repeated this innovative practice? What sort of changes or
improvements would you make?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Thank you for participating in this survey. If you have any follow-up comments or
suggestions please call Rob McManus at 461-4953 (rob-mcmanus@shaw.ca) or Miles
Scott-Brown at 540-2674 (miles_scott-brown@praxis.ca).
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Appendix C
Case Studies Illustrating
Evolving Approaches to Minimize the Footprint
of Oil and Gas Activities in Forested Regions
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C.1

Introduction
In the process of surveying companies regarding evolving approaches to
minimizing the footprint of oil and gas activities, we identified a number
of specific examples that warranted further investigation. In an effort to
make this report more usable by CAPP member companies, a number of
companies agreed to prepare these case studies (or allow the consulting
team to write them up) and present them as illustrative and practical
examples of what can be done to reduce the footprint of oil and gas
developments.
The following case studies are presented as written or approved by CAPP
member companies.
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C.2

Footprint Reduction for Drilling and Completions – Enhanced
Planning With “30 day rig ready” Program
Company: Burlington Resources Canada
Description of Evolving Approach:
In response to the need to optimize the management of a very large active
drilling program, Burlington Resources Canada (BRC) has developed
what they describe as the “30 day rig ready program”. The goal of this
initiative is to have a 30 day inventory of drill ready sites (licensed and
constructed) for each drilling rig that the company has under contract.
With as many as 50+ rigs operating at any given time, the complexity of
maintaining a 30 day inventory of rig ready sites is significant.
The 30 day rig ready target is very important to BRC and is a recognized
company performance measure like oil & gas production volumes and
reserve additions etc.
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
In order to achieve the 30 day rig ready target, the BRC asset teams have
taken a broader program management approach to developing an area. The
approach is consistent with the company’s involvement in Area Operating
Agreements (AOAs) and Caribou Management Plans in Alberta and
General Development Permits in BC (GDPs) which require the level of
pre-planning supported by the 30 day rig ready program. While difficult to
determine the exact benefits to footprint reductions, the 30 day rig ready
program enables the company to coordinate access and infrastructure
development much more effectively. It also enhances the opportunities to
develop common corridors for program development and enables more
flexibility in timing to address wildlife disturbance windows or other
footprint issues more appropriately.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
The practice was developed to enable a more orderly business like
approach to executing large complex annual drilling programs. By
enabling a more coordinated orderly development process, the initiative
has reduced unnecessary development costs and minimized rig moves, and
reduced the footprint of development plans through internal corporate
integrated planning approaches. It also enables the company to more
effectively communicate and integrate development plans with other
resource users such as forestry companies.
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Benefits Gained:
The 30 day rig ready initiative has improved project economics, reduced
costly mistakes, and established more planning focus and flexibility for
complex drilling projects. It has also established more effective internal
communication and planning processes within asset teams, established
more effective data management systems and improved the companies
planning visibility.
Costs and Barriers to Implementation:
As an enhanced corporate planning tool, the costs of implementing the 30
day rig ready initiatives were minimal. By enabling BRC staff to spend
less time working with ineffective planning processes, the program has
enabled the respective disciplines related to drilling programs to enhance
their visibility of the program and focus more time on their discipline
skills.
Barriers to initiating such a program were to get buy in from asset teams to
identify drillings sites early enough in the planning cycle to meet the 30
day rig ready target. It also puts pressure on geological teams to continue
to develop concepts and drilling plans which result in proposed locations
to continuously input into the process.
Changes or Recommended Changes:
The process goes through continuous review and improvement to enhance
the benefits of managing data efficiently and effectively, mapping the
process to enhance visibility, and to enhance planning team’s
communication processes to support the ongoing success of the 30 day rig
ready program.
Industry Contact:
Carolyn Schoneberg
Burlington Resources Canada Ltd
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C.3

Footprint Reduction for Drilling and Completions – Reducing
Footprint by “Optimizing” Wellsite Design
Initiative:

CAPP Wellsite Design Committee

Members:

Five Oil & Gas companies, Alberta Government
(Sustainable Resources, EUB, Workplace Health &
Safety) British Columbia Government (Oil & Gas
Commission, WCB), and Saskatchewan Government
(Energy and Mines)

Purpose:

Develop consistent guidelines to “optimize” the size of
drilling leases through effective wellsite design
methodology

Description of Evolving Approaches:
The footprint of oil and gas drilling activity is driven by a number of
factors, including regulations regarding the location and separation
distance of various equipment on a drilling site, the type of rig required to
drill a well, and the equipment and respective spacing requirements to
complete and service the well after it has been drilled. In many instances,
the design of drilling leases defaults to a traditional 110 m X 110 m
configuration in order to accommodate whatever drilling rig configuration
or well servicing activities that may be required (deep gas wells are often
as large as 110 m x 120 m).
To determine optimum well site designs, the CAPP Wellsite Spacing
Committee worked through a series of typical operations to identify the
appropriate size lease for typical size drill rigs, service rigs and production
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operations. The committee established a number of different drilling and
completion scenarios to illustrate that under many situations, the
conventional 110 m x 110 m lease size was not necessary to accommodate
the drilling and well servicing equipment that would be required.

Figure 1 – Lease Configuration for Deep Gas Well1

Conversely, where a single stand rig is sufficient to drill a shallower (1000
m – 1200 m) well, the committee determined that a smaller lease design
can be utilized to accommodate the drilling and well servicing
requirements (see Figure 2).
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
The Wellsite Spacing Recommendations made by the committee include a
screening procedure to assist companies to optimize the well design (see
Table 1). By optimizing the construction of leases which are no larger
than necessary, significant surface area footprint and cost savings can be
realized. When a well requiring a ‘single’ stand drilling rig can be
designed appropriately (see figure 2) rather than defaulting to a
1

Wellsite Spacing Recommendations, March 2003, Challenger Geomatics Ltd., calgary@chalgeo.com
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conventional design 110 m X 110 m lease size, the footprint can be
reduced from 1.21 ha to 0.6 ha. Further lease size reductions can be
achieved where regulatory approval can be acquired to reduce the spacing
requirements from the flare to the wellhead from 50 m to 35 m (see figure
2).
Figure 2 – Lease Configuration for Shallow Gas Well2

Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
Reduce unnecessary surface impacts and construction costs.
Applying Lease Optimization Principles:
Utilizing a planning approach to wellsite design on the Surmount Heavy
oil project, ConocoPhillips developed a “diamond configuration” (see
Figure 3) Following receipt of regulatory approval to reduce the flare
setback distance from 50 m to 35 m, ConocoPhillips was able to design a
65 m X 65 m well which optimized the space utilization and minimized
the footprint of drilling leases. By utilizing the diamond configuration in
conjunction with locating the drilling lease on existing historical seismic
2

Wellsite Spacing Recommendations, March 2003, Challenger Geomatics Ltd., calgary@chalgeo.com
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lines, the footprint benefits were further enhanced. This wellsite design
utilizes a total of 0.42 ha, less than 65% of a conventional 110 x 110 m
wellsite.
Figure 3

Benefits Gained:
•
•

June 2004

A demonstration of responsible resource stewardship through
minimizing the footprint of oil and gas activities.
Enhanced project economics by minimizing lease construction and
reclamation costs.
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Costs and Barriers to Implementation:
The size of the wellsite is heavily influenced by the various regulations
that apply to the oil and gas industry. To characterize the various
government agencies requirements, a table was generated indicating the
minimum spacing requirements as well as the associated regulation for the
various jurisdictions in Western Canada (see Figure 4). Conflicts are
identified for the minimum spacing requirement between the various
government agencies and between Provinces.
Figure 4
LEASE CONSTRUCTION
SPACING INFORMATION
1

LOCATION:
LSD

2

_______

WELL TYPE:

SEC

TWP

GAS

OIL

SWEET

SOUR

RGE

3

WELL DEPTH:

4

FUTURE PLANS/ TYPE OF COMPLETIONS/ PRODUCTION:

5

RIG TYPE:

SINGLE

DOUBLE

6

MUD SYSTEM:

GEL CHEM

HYDROCARBON BASED

7

DRILLING WASTE DISPOSAL:

m
SKETCH #:

TRIPLE

UNDERBALANCE RIG

COILED TUBING

OFFSITE SUMP

ONSITE SUMP

SUMP AREA REQUIRED: SUMP/SPOIL PILE
8

M

W

m

X

m =

FLARE REQUIREMENTS FOR DRILLING AND PRODUCTION:
50m

35m

FLARE PIT
FLARE TANK

25m

FLARE STACK
POSITION OF FLARE PIT/TANK (I.E. SW CORNER) ______________________________________________________
9

FLARE TANK SPACING REQUIREMENT:

10 WINTER DRILL:

YES

50m

25m (Heavy Oil)

If summer, 30m tree-free clearing required around flare

NO

Maintain 8 m bare mineral soil around the flare pit.
11 BERM REQUIREMENTS:
12 Drainage Ditch:

YES

Width Required:_______m

NO
NO

YES

Width Required:_______m

YES

13 IS BRUSH STORAGE REQUIRED:

NO

EXLAIN (I.E. FIRE HAZARD) _________________________________________________________________________
14 SOIL STORAGE:
STRIPPING REQUIRED:

YES

15 CONSTRUCTION METHOD:

PAD

CUT/FILL

SLOPE SPACING REQUIREMENTS:

Width Required:_______m

NO

TOPSOIL

SUBSOIL

MINIMAL DISTURBANCE
Width Required:_______m

EXPLAIN (I.E. SOIL TYPE) ____________________________________________________________________________
16 WELL SITE SIZE:

Total Area
Working Area

_______m X _______ m = _______
_______m X _______ m = _______

17 ADDITIONAL NOTES:
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Industry Contact:
Mr. Dan Duncan
Pennwest
Mr. Steve Barnett – 253-8101
Challenger Geomatics
Calgary@chalgeo.com
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C.4

Innovation at the Cold Lake Air Weapons Range
Company: Canadian Natural Resources Limited
Location: Wolf Lake, Alberta
Description of Innovative
Practice or Project:
The Primrose/Wolf Lake
Oil Sands Project is a
thermal in-situ operation
located approximately
55 km north of Bonnyville
in northeastern Alberta.
Both cyclic and steam
assisted gravity drainage
(SAGD) technologies are
currently employed to
produce approximately
40,000 barrels of oil per
day (bopd).

Primrose operations during winter solstice

Canadian Natural received regulatory approval in August 2002 to expand
our operations over the next 15 to 20 years as market conditions warrant.
It includes drilling up to 360 new horizontal wells, optimizing the use of
existing heavy oil and production facilities, and adding new production
and steam generation facilities. Total production, at the project’s peak, is
expected to be 90,000 barrels of oil per day.
As part of our operating strategy, Canadian Natural is committed to the
use of advanced technology to minimize costs, maximize production and
attain a smaller "environmental footprint." Through the implementation of
new measures, our footprint at Primrose/Wolf Lake has been reduced
through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved pad design and longer horizontal wells to reduce land
disturbance;
Gas conservation through the use of multi phase pumps;
Reduced emissions through the use of casing solution gas;
Increased water recycling;
Greater use of brackish water; and
The use of seedlings in reclamation.

These measures are described in greater detail below.
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Footprint Reduction Achieved:
Reduction #1: Reduced land disturbance through the use of improved
pad design and longer horizontal wells.
We are drilling more wells from each pad, which results in a decrease in
the actual pad size per number of wells drilled. The number of wells for
per pad has increased from 12 to 24. Canadian Natural also continues to
push the limit in horizontal drilling as to how far the away the horizontal
well can be landed and then drilled out. In addition, the length of the
horizontal leg has been increased significantly over the existing design.
The horizontal section has increased from 600 m to 1,200 m. The
sideways kick out distance has increased from 304 m to 608 m. The
drainage width has increased from 162 m to 188 m, and the number of
wells has increased from four to eight. All of these improvements have
quadrupled the amount of reservoir area that is accessed per pad: from
10, 368 ha to 48,128 ha. Improved rig design, service rig requirements and
well site equipment has also resulted in smaller pad site size and therefore
a significantly smaller footprint.
Reduction #2: Reduced emissions through gas conservation.
Casing gas collection through the use of multi phase pumps is used for
steam generation. Multi phase pumps have been meshed with the
appropriate controls to handle a wide variety of operating conditions.
Initially, the pumps must handle very hot high-pressure steam. Next, the
units must handle a mix of hot high-pressure solution gas and steam, then
mostly gas, and then low pressure cool solution gas. It took three or four
experimental equipment setups to perfect the design within economic cost
parameters. The gas that is conserved offsets Nova gas, which is gas that
we have to purchase to fire the steam generators. The result is an overall
net emission reduction.
Reduction #3: Reduced our use of fresh water through recycling and the
move to brackish water.

Canadian Natural’s Wolf Lake processing facility
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Innovative ways of using
water (fresh and brackish) are
being implemented. Firstly,
we are increasing recycle rates
through the use of depleted
reservoirs. Excess water that
may be produced over the
course of our operations is
injected into depleted portions
of the reservoir and is stored
for future use.
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In addition to allowing us to use water more efficiently, the reservoir also
retains the produced water’s heat, and less energy is required later to turn
it into steam. Also, a minimal amount of oil is produced when this water is
retrieved, which aids in overall resource recovery.
The proposed expansion at Primrose/Wolf Lake will make use of brackish
water. An enhanced understanding of the brackish water resource and
better treatment technologies makes the use of brackish water feasible.
Reduction #4: Reduction of reclamation liability a result of seedling.

After reclamation

Through the use of seedlings, Canadian Natural is augmenting its
reclamation requirements. Canadian Natural has been planting in the range
of 30,000 to 40,000 seedlings per year over the past couple of years. By
utilizing seedlings, large areas that had been cleared are being reclaimed
faster than with standard methods.
There are also several pilots underway which will, if successful, increase
the total recoverable reserves without any additional steam, water, or heat
requirements.
Results:
The results of our efforts have been impressive:
•

•
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Physically reduced our footprint at the Wolf Lake/Primrose Project by
35% over the plans outlined in the 2000 application. Also of note, the
footprint associated with the plans that were detailed in the 2000
application was a significant reduction when compared to the footprint
of the existing development.
Reduced our flaring volumes by 250 e3m3/d through the use of casing
solution gas which otherwise would have been flared.
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•

Water recycling practices have reduced our overall water usage by 7580%. Over time, the improvements in water handling have reduced our
fresh water requirements. Initially, the implementation of produced
water recycling reduced the fresh water requirements / m3 oil produced
from 4 m3 to 1.5 m3. By making the switch to brackish the fresh water
requirements will be reduced to 0.1 m3 fresh water / m3 of oil
produced.

Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
A number of factors lay behind Canadian Natural’s decision to introduce
new practices at our Primrose/Wolf Lake operations to minimize our
environmental footprint. Among them:
•
•
•

•
•

Pad size reductions were made at the request of the Department of
National Defense to minimize the disturbance on the Cold Lake Air
Weapons Range.
Advancements and innovations in drilling design made the new
practices feasible and aided in resource recovery.
Conservation of solution gas was motivated by two considerations: 1)
public and corporate goals to reduce emissions; and 2) the price of gas.
The significant long term increase in the gas price forecast helped
make this significant capital expenditure marginally economic.
The improved recycle rates were a mix of good operating practices,
regulatory encouragement and public expectations.
The move to brackish water was in response to Alberta’s Water for
Life Strategy, stakeholder concerns/expectations, and our own
commitment to responsible operations. However, without significant
advancements in the understanding of the brackish water resource in
the area, and improvements in water treatment capabilities, Canadian
Natural would not be able to use brackish water.

Barriers to Implementing the Practice:
The major barriers were largely cost and the fact that some of these
measures had never been pursued before, which made the ventures more
of a risk.
Benefits Gained:
Canadian Natural is committed to the use of advanced technology to
minimize our costs, maximize production and attain a smaller
"environmental footprint." These innovative approaches have also had the
following additional benefits:
•
•
•
•
June 2004

More economical over the long-term than conventional practices;
Meet regulatory and environmental compliance;
Reduce regulatory concerns;
Reduce liabilities;
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•
•

•

Demonstrate commitment
to responsible operations;
Demonstrate a willingness
to work cooperatively with
communities and
stakeholders;
Evidence of a commitment
to a long-term presence in
the communities where we
operate.
SD-9 casing

Costs of Implementation:
•
•
•

Casing gas collection—approximately $40 million (one million per
pad site times 40 pad sites).
The other footprint reduction costs have not been detailed, but we
estimate they would add an additional three to five per cent to the
overall project budget.
The cost to convert the water handling from fresh water to brackish
water will cost $31 million. This includes drilling five or six wells, a
new pipeline and the required plant modifications. This expenditure
will occur over the next four years.

Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
Canadian Natural met regularly with the Energy and Utilities Board,
Alberta Environment, Sustainable Resource Development, and the
Department of National Defense officials throughout the project. In
addition, we also consulted the public and other stakeholders throughout
the environmental approval process. Two Open Houses have been held to
date with the community. In addition, Canadian Natural is an active
participant in the Lakeland Industry and Community Association.
Changes or Improvements if Done Again:
Our approach to many of these innovative practices has been on a trial and
error basis through pilot projects. Doing it slow and small has allowed us
to do it right.
Contact Information:
Brad Braun, Manager, Environment
E: brad.braun@cnrl.com
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C.5

Footprint Reduction for Drilling and Completions – Evolving Drilling
Technologies
Description of Evolving Approaches:
Conventional drilling technologies are being enhanced by several
techniques which reduce the footprint of drilling and completion activities.
These include coiled tubing drilling (a technology which involves a
continuous drilling pipe rolled on a spool through which drilling fluids are
pumped), slim hole drilling (using narrow diameter drilling pipe requiring
a much smaller rig), measurement while drilling (MWD) technology, and
the development of a new generation of drilling bits which allow wells to
be drilled more accurately and quickly:3.
•

MWD is a real-time bit navigation and formation evaluation tool
which provides more geosteering and trajectory control. MWD allows
the drill rig operator to precisely monitor the location of the drilling bit
and evaluate real time conditions such as porosity and pressure in the
reservoir.
By enabling more effective geosteering and trajectory control, MWD
equipment has been particularly valuable in more challenging drilling
environments such as horizontal drilling, extended reach drilling, and
deviated drilling – techniques which have reduced the footprint of oil
and gas drilling activities.

•

Slimhole drilling is defined as wells in which at least 90% of the hole
is drilled with a bit 15 cm (six inches) or less in diameter. Slimhole
drilling requires less space than conventional drilling equipment and
can result in footprint reductions of up to 75%. It requires less drilling
fluid and produces less drilling waste for disposal. Less drilling time is
required and drilling costs can be lowered up to 50%.

•

Improvements in coiled tubing drilling technologies have driven
improvements in costs, productivity and efficiency of drilling
activities. Coiled tubing drilling is a cost effective approach to drilling
in reentry, under balanced and highly deviated wells. It is also a key
technology in slimhole drilling. The combination of these activities
can reduce the footprint of drilling activities as well as drilling costs
where they are applicable. Working space requirements for coiled
tubing drilling operations can often be as much as half of that required
for conventional units. Coiled drilling operations also result in lower
field requirements (and therefore emissions), cleaner operations with
no pipe connections to leak drilling fluid, and reductions in noise
emissions.

3

U.S. Department of Energy, “Environmental Benefits of Advanced Oil and Gas Exploration and
Production Technology”, October, 1999
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•

Advances in the design and materials used to construct drilling bits has
improved the performance of drilling equipment to the extent that it
has reduced the time required to drill a well by approximately 33%
when compared to drilling the same well a decade ago.

•

These technologies have enabled wells to be drilled more precisely and
with smaller equipment requiring smaller lease footprints than past or
conventional practices.

Footprint Reduction Achieved:
The footprint reductions from utilizing these technologies in various
combinations can be significant. With reduced lease sizes as high as 50%
and reduced drilling time of up to 30%, the physical and temporal aspects
of footprint reduction are both positively affected by utilizing these
evolving drilling practices4.
Experience with slimhole and coiled tubing drilling in Canada does not
always reflect these kinds of footprint reductions. For instance, when
compared with a conventional single stand drilling rig, coiled drilling
equipment spacing on similar wellsite were described as somewhat
cramped when compared to a single drill rig.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
Slimhole and coiled tubing drilling technologies in conjunction with
MWD and new drilling bit designs enable smaller drilling infrastructure,
faster rig set-up and reduced drilling time. Literature reports of costs of
drilling a typical well to a 10,000 ft. depth in southwest Wyoming are
calculated at $700,000 for conventional drilling equipment. Drilling this
same well as a “slimhole well” is estimated to cost approximately
$200,000 less5.
Discussions with drilling personnel in Canada do not confirm the cost
benefits reported in the literature. Some respondents noted a view that a
conventional drill “single” rig (which can be situated on a smaller lease
site similar to that required for a slim hole or coiled tubing rig) will often
out perform a coil unit in terms of maintenance, mobilization, ability to
run casing, pulling capacity if stuck in the hole, and costs. The extent to
which footprint and cost benefits are realized by utilizing new drilling
technology in Canadian drilling applications requires further study and
application.

4
5

Ibid
Ibid
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Benefits Gained:
Benefits gained from slimhole drilling and coiled tubing drilling include: 6
•
•
•
•
•
•

lower waste volumes,
smaller physical footprints due to reduced lease size requirements,
reduced temporal footprint due to faster drilling times,
lower noise volumes and visual impacts reduces the disturbance to
wildlife,
lower fuel use and emissions, and
reduced costs where these technologies are applicable.

Costs and Barriers to Implementation:
Cost reductions can be achieved through the use of coiled tubing and
slimhole drilling technologies which are further enhanced by the use of
evolving technologies such as MWD equipment. Barriers to utilizing this
equipment are:
•
•
•
•

6

Equipment can be difficult to use in extreme Canadian cold climates
due to hydraulic components;
Limited skilled drilling personnel available to operate more
sophisticated drilling rigs and equipment;
Equipment can be difficult to mobilize on narrow access routes with
limited turning radius; and
Lease sizes are often driven by regulatory spacing requirements for
flare, tanks, shacks etc. and the same for service rigs. In some cases,
these regulatory spacing requirements are historical vestiges of
regulations that may no longer be relevant to current drilling and
service requirements.

Ibid, p. 38
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C.6

Sustainable Development in Action at Surmont
Company: ConocoPhillips Canada
Location: Ft. McMurray, Alberta

Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
ConocoPhillips’ Surmont Oil Sands Project near Fort McMurray, Alberta
aims to produce 100,000 barrels of bitumen per day by 2012 using Steam
Assisted Gravity Drainage Technology (SAGD).
ConocoPhillips Canada used an innovative practice of Integrated Land
Management (ILM) at the Surmont Project as a means of integrating
sustainability principles into its business operations. ILM addresses the
cumulative effects of land use through collaboration, research and
identification of best practices. By working closely with Alberta-Pacific
Forest Industries Inc. (Al-Pac), the company was able to coordinate
resource development thereby reducing the environmental footprint of oil
and gas and forestry industry activities.
These innovative practices included the following:
•

•

•

June 2004

Coordinating road infrastructure to minimize impact and access
ConocoPhillips and Al-Pac worked together to coordinate road
infrastructure and facility location thereby reducing environmental
footprint and cumulative impacts.
Identifying environmental sensitive areas and avoiding activity
GIS technology was used to integrate various land themes in order to
determine areas of high or low environmental sensitivity. Constraints
mapping was then used to place project facilities in areas of least
environmental impact.
Use of low impact seismic technology and mulching Seismic lines
have been reduced to 1.75 m in width and mulching of the cut
vegetation allows for good vegetation re-growth on seismic lines.
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•

•

Reforestation of abandoned wellsites
ConocoPhillips is working with Al-Pac to
replant trees instead of grass. A five year
$1.4 million research program has been
established with Al-Pac, the University of
Alberta, ConocoPhillips and several other oil
and gas companies to study how forest
ecosystems can recover from oil and gas
activities.
Undertaking coordinated research
programs including caribou, birds and
wolves and assessing the cumulative
effects of development

Footprint Reduction:

Conventional
Seismic Line
(5-8 m wide)

Low Impact Mulcher
Cut Seismic
(2.5 m wide)

Overlaying the development plans for the next 30 years, analysis indicated
that by coordinating activities with Al-Pac, significant footprint reductions
could be realized including a 34 per cent reduction in overall road access
and a 16 per cent reduction in areas cleared for facility development.
Working from the initial analysis, Al-Pac and ConocoPhillips developed
an integrated operational plan for Surmont Phase 1, wherein Al-Pac
adjusted the cut plans to coincide with the Phase 1 footprint, also
harvesting the surrounding timber to avoid complications from aboveground pipelines. This offset the need to harvest elsewhere, reducing
cumulative disturbance. Timber harvested from these areas will be hauled
away using ConocoPhillips’ wellsite roads, eliminating the need for AlPac to build roads.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
ConocoPhillips Canada incorporates sustainability principles into its
business philosophy balancing environmental, social and economic
objectives. The Company strives to protect the environment by identifying
and minimizing the impacts of its operations on air, land, water and
wildlife and traditional human use. ILM was an opportunity to work
synergistically with Al-Pac and achieve convergence in reducing the
combined, cumulative effect of forest and oil and gas activities in the
boreal environment. Substantial savings were also realized by
coordinating activities.
Barriers to Implementing the Practice:
Coordinating road infrastructure is dependent upon: a) the presence of
sufficient quantities of merchantable timber, b) the forest company’s
ability to alter the timing and/or location of their cut plans, and c) a
June 2004
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willingness on the part of both companies to invest the time to develop an
integrated plan. In cases where an oil & gas company has a very short
planning horizon, this may preclude the opportunity to integrate with the
forest company. To prepare for these instances, an up-to-date map of roads
planned by the forest company could be used to identify possible
synergies.
Time spent by both companies to understand and appreciate each others
planning processes, flexibilities, business drivers and regulatory timelines
is important for success and will contribute to a positive business
relationship.
Benefits Gained:
Coordination of our activities with Al-Pac led to substantial reductions in
footprint and also significant cost savings. It is also believed to have
reduced the cumulative impacts of activities on local wildlife populations.
Costs of Implementation:
The initial plan indicated that approximately Cdn$1 million in savings
could be realized in road construction alone.
Construction of a small portion of the total project has only just begun. To
date, ConocoPhillips has saved approximately $100,000 associated with
tree clearing and Timber Damage Assessment costs. By using
ConocoPhillips’ higher grade roads, Al-Pac will save on road construction
costs and slightly increase haul cycle times.
Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
ConocoPhillips has had extensive consultation with stakeholders in the
project area and continues to do so on a regular basis. This also includes
significant consultation with Aboriginal peoples in the project area.
Changes or Improvements if Done Again:
Using the lessons learned from the Surmont Project, ConocoPhillips
applied a similar approach in the Narraway area, southwest of Grande
Prairie. Working together with Weyerhaeuser, a single road corridor was
identified for access into sensitive caribou habitat. Other oil and gas
companies were also contacted for feedback on the route selection, with
three additional companies confirming the preferred route, reducing the
likelihood of independent road plans being developed.
Contact Information:
Peter Koning - Peter.C.Koning@conocophillips.com
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C.7

Enhancing Reclamation Effectiveness to Reduce the Historical
Footprint of Oil and Gas Activities
Organization/Initiative: Caribou Range Restoration Project

Objective:
The Caribou Range Restoration Project (CRRP) is jointly sponsored by
industry and government7 to enhance the rate of recovery of historical and
new linear disturbances (reduce the historical footprint of activities) in
caribou range areas by restoring shrub/tree vegetation, obstructing
corridors, and re-establishing natural drainage patterns.
Locations:
Four high priority areas within boreal and mountain ecotype caribou
ranges have been chosen to demonstrate research and implementation
strategies to enhance revegetation. These areas include:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Little Smoky
Red Earth
Fort McMurray / Stony Mountain
Red Rock / Prairie Creek

Description of Evolving Approach to Caribou Range Reclamation:
The CRRP was established in 2001 as a pilot project to reduce the
footprint of historical oil and gas development in caribou range areas. The
rational for initiating this project was prompted by research indicating that
caribou avoided linear disturbances such as seismic lines, pipelines, roads,
7

Contributors include Environment Canada, CAPP, Encana, ConocoPhillips, Husky, Burlington,
Talisman, Petro-Canada, Canadian Forest Oil, Suncor, Devon, and CNRL
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etc. It was concluded that linear disturbances significantly reduced the
habitat effectiveness for caribou in areas with extensive linear
developments. The CRRP was established to research and identify
techniques or “best practices” to enhance the rate of recovery of linear
disturbances by obstructing corridors, re-establishing natural drainage
patterns, and restoring shrub/tree vegetation to reduce the effects of
historical and new access on caribou populations. Some techniques which
have been tried to date include:
•
•

•

•

•

Enhancing reclamation regrowth on cold, wet soils by mounding to
elevate planting sites. Mounding has also proven effective in
restricting the use of linear disturbances for human access.
Applying slash rollback for its positive effects on soil nutrition,
seedling protection, and as a means to restrict the use of unauthorized
public access has been tested demonstrating its effectiveness as a
technique.
The CRRP tested several different “mini-excavators” for effectiveness
and cost efficiencies for the purposes of rolling woody debris back
across different widths of linear disturbance areas, for the purposes
stated above.
Demonstrated enhancement in
re-vegetation by planting large
stock seedlings on seismic
lines. Utilizing this technique
provides enhanced access to
sunlight for seedlings and
assists them in competing with
surrounding vegetation. “Large
stock doesn’t cost, it pays.”
Evaluating the use of brush
mats on grassy areas, mostly
on pipelines, to reduce
competition and increase soil
temperatures to enhance regrowth.

The Caribou Range Restoration Project will enhance stewardship and
conservation activities in Alberta by maintaining a focused relationship to
provincial woodland caribou recovery strategies, namely habitat
effectiveness targets and range planning. By actively enhancing (reducing)
the footprint of oil and gas disturbances, the project contributes to habitat
effectiveness and through this, has an influence on range planning. The
project’s strategic focus will relate to best practices and how caribou
habitat effectiveness will be improved over time.
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Footprint Reduction Achieved:
The CRRP project has directly reduced the historical footprint of oil and
gas activities through treating old seismic lines as well as by initiating
research to enable more effective treatment in the future. Direct footprint
reductions from line treatment include:

Treatment Areas
North Region (Red Earth)
98 km
An additional 150 km of lines have been scouted
in preparation for treatment
West Central Region (Little Smokey) ~200 km
An additional 1282 km have been scouted
in preparation for treatment

Current and Future Research Initiatives:
The strategic objective of the CRRP is to develop best practices regarding
restoring and maintaining caribou habitat effectiveness. In achieving the
project objectives, a number of research programs designed to test
possible best practices to ‘recover’ linear disturbance areas have been and
will be conducted.
Current Collaborative Research Efforts
•
•
•
•
•
•

June 2004

On-going research with the University of Alberta to test the
effectiveness of tree falling and snow fences on human and predator
mobility and access reduction.
Testing the use of mulching (mowing) as a low-impact clearing
technique and its potential as a re-vegetation site prep/aid (to enhance
re-growth of trees).
Evaluating the growth of non-typical species and winter transplants on
test plots in Stony Mountain.
Testing the effect of adding organic fertilizer to introduced tree
seedlings in boreal ecosystems.
Testing the effect brush mats might have on soil warming and tree root
growth within partial canopies (linear disturbance areas).
Studying the growth rates of introduced tree seedlings versus trees
growing naturally on lines of different disturbance regimes.
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•
•

•
•

Studying the cost efficiencies of different types of reclamation
enhancing treatments that can be done at the construction phase of
lease, road, and pipeline construction.
Studying the survival rates and cost efficiencies of transplanting
vegetation onto disturbance areas as a reclamation technique, to be
done either at the construction or reclamation phase of lease
development.
Studying the cost efficiencies of creating enhanced micro-sites such as
mounding, and slash rollback, at the construction and reclamation
phase.
Studying and comparing the effect introduced site enhancing species
such as alder and cottonwood may have on linear disturbance areas,
and how it might affect introduced native conifer species as to growth
and survival rates.

Future Potential Research Being Considered
Future research initiatives identified for the CRRP include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Testing the effects of mulching techniques on reclamation and the
implications mulching has for access management or natural revegetation.
Establishing a research program within the U of A to study the extent
to which physically blocking linear features through the use of
silvicultural site preparation reduces or affects predator use of cut
lines.
Evaluating the success of re-vegetating old well-sites and lease roads
utilizing different silvicultural techniques.
Studying the relationship between predator mobility and various
access management techniques.
Testing the effectiveness of mounding cut-lines as a site enhancing
technique in high elevation areas, prone to winter wind desiccation.
Testing the effectiveness of transplanting trees off pipeline right of
ways and cut-blocks onto adjacent seismic lines.

Benefits:
In addition to enhancing the re-growth of vegetation on nearly 300 km of
historical linear facilities and enhancing the habitat quality for caribou in
the process, the project is also contributing to research knowledge which
will guide future construction and reclamation of linear facilities in
caribou areas. One of the other significant benefits of the project is that it
has established enhanced communications between government agencies,
oil and gas industry representatives and forest companies in the region and
increased awareness of caribou habitat management issues and
enhancement opportunities.
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Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
By reducing the “footprint” of historical oil and gas activities the project
contributes to habitat effectiveness, influences range planning and will
eventually enable additional development to occur without further
degradation of caribou habitat.
Costs and Barriers to Implementation:
A number of barriers to implementing reclamation of historical linear
facilities have been identified as the result of this initiative. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Difficulties in identifying appropriate remediation sites by projecting
areas where future oil and gas potential is limited.
Extensive communication requirements with trappers, government
agencies, other resource companies and various interest groups.
Costs and logistical challenges to get equipment and materials into
remote remediation sites.
Substantial time and energy requirements from a wide range of
government, industry and university representatives that will continue
to expand in future years.
Lengthy time frames for vegetation growth to occur before concrete
results can be demonstrated. This could be alleviated if line blocking
initiatives are proved effective versus predator mobility efficiency, and
are allowed to be implemented.
Insufficient reclamation and access management regulations that do
not require re-vegetation with native or habitat enhancing vegetation,
nor allow for historical disturbance areas to be blocked from public
access.

Changes or Improvements:
The project has highlighted the need to strengthen and support effect
management of human and predator access. A review needs to be done of
current guidelines, and how new technology can render older regulations
obsolete. For example, surveyors have a large impact on old seismic and
pipelines. Given today’s GPS technology, to clear these older lines with a
brush saw in order to travel down them by ATV would appear to be no
longer be necessary.
Contact Information:
Carol J. Engstrom P.Biol.
Environmental Biologist
(403) 298-6175
E: carol.engstrom@huskyenergy.ca
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C.8

New technologies and reduced footprint at Cold Lake
Company: Imperial Oil Resources
Location: Cold Lake, Alberta
ALBERTA
ATHABASCA
Syncrude

PEACE
RIVER

Cold Lake

WABASCA
Edmonton
COLD LAKE

LLOYDMINSTER
Calgary
100 mile
125 km
Canada
U.S.A.

Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
The Imperial Oil Resources Cold Lake Project is a thermal heavy oil
recovery production facility that has been operating for 40 years (pilot
work began in 1964 and commercial development commenced in 1983).
Daily production is now rated at 130 bopd (bitumen) from a series of 220
pads and 3600 production wells. We employed new technologies as part of
facility design and construction. These technologies included multiphase
pump, pump-off controllers for fluid measurement, chokes for steam
measurement, and new technology for oil/water cut determination.
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
The end result of this technology application resulted in a 21% reduction
in pad footprint size.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
There were two main drivers. The first driver was the reduction of capital
cost at no increase in operating costs. The second driver was to reduce the
footprint of the pad which minimized the environmental impact. Both
these drivers became particularly important in areas of poor soil
conditions.
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Barriers to Implementing the Practice:
The existing facilities, which had been developed over 15 years, were
robust and understood and accepted by operations (people were familiar
with them and were used to operating them).
Benefits Gained:
Successfully reduced footprint of our pad development work in Cold
Lake. This approach reduced the capital cost of the surface facilities by
25% (i.e., reduced valves by 64%, piping by 33%, structural steel by 50%,
instrumentation by 52%, point count by 25%, and overall lease area by
21%). Initial indications are that maintenance costs are lower (less snow
removal and smaller area to maintain) and less down time for well
maintenance.
Costs of Implementation:
The cost to implement this step change in the facility design was
predominantly in the investment of technical and operating resources and
the cost of piloting this new technology in a thermal heavy oil application.
The piloting was necessary to demonstrate to the key stakeholders that the
technology was viable and reliable.
Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
All key stakeholders were engaged both internally and externally. The
EUB was consulted with respect to the whole redesign but most
importantly to get concurrence to measurement practices.
Changes or Improvements if Done Again:
This redesign has been adopted by the corporation and now forms the pad
template for future development work in Cold Lake. Continuous
improvement has already resulted in the elimination of additional
equipment and elimination of capital costs.
Contact Information:
Tino Vena: tino.a.vena@esso.ca
Cal Sikstrom: cal.b.sikstrom@esso.ca
Darryl Butchko: darryl.butchko@esso.ca
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C.9

Footprint Reduction in Alberta’s Foothills
Company: Husky Energy Inc.
Location: Moose Mountain, Alberta

Exploratory well on Moose Mountain, note
small footprint in Alpine Zone
Moose Mountain Development Area

Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
Gas has been produced from the south side of Moose Mountain in
Kananaskis Country since the mid-1980´s when Shell built a connecting
pipeline to the Quirk Creek Gas Plant. The gas from the north side of the
mountain goes to Shell’s Jumping Pound Plant. Husky began operations at
Moose Mountain in the early 1990s. Due to the environmental sensitivity
and high public usage of Kananaskis Country, constraints to energy
extraction were imposed by the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board
(AEUB) under Information Letter 93-9 (IL 93-9). This directive states
companies must coordinate oil and gas development, conduct
environmental assessments and consult with the public.
Husky began a program of innovative practices to reduce the impact and
footprint of oil and gas operations at Moose Mountain and McLean Creek
utilizing the following:
•
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Three-dimensional aesthetic computer modeling for our facilities to
ensure that the McLean Creek well could not be seen from Elbow
Falls.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

The use of satellite SCADA (System Control and Data Acquisition)
technology to collect planning data and the construction of shorter
communications towers to reduce visual impacts. On-site power
generation and the use of buried power lines also reduce visual
intrusion.
Use of hospital-grade exhaust mufflers on compressor equipment to
reduce noise.
Directional drilling of six wells from three pads (Moose Mountain)
and two wells from one pad (McLean Creek). Drilling of two sour gas
wells from a 60 m2 pad in the alpine zone of Moose Mountain.
Pipelines were placed in the road ditch to avoid opening new right-ofways.
Drilling a pipeline through Moose Mountain is planned in January
2004 to avoid trenching a pipeline on steep slopes (done in
conjunction with Shell).
Long term ecological monitoring will be conducted with community
participation through the Bragg Creek Environmental Coalition. The
health of birds, insects, ungulates and the extent of forest cover will be
monitored three to four times a year during a ten-year period.

Footprint Reduction Achieved:
Husky reduced the number, width and length of
our roads and wellsites. We also reduced the
visual impact of our operations on the environment.
As a result of these measures we estimate that
we have reduced our footprint of operations at
Moose Mountain by 75 per cent relative to
conventional oil and gas development.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
Under the requirements of our license we were
required to reduce our impacts. It was also the right
thing to do and the best way to get project approvals.

View of all three pads on Moose
Mountain

Benefits Gained:
Husky achieved environmental compliance and has become an industry
leader in project design in environmentally sensitive areas. We also
reduced our regulatory concerns and worked with the public to explain our
operations. This resulted in a short hearing for operations at Moose
Mountain and no hearing at McLean Creek.
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Costs of Implementation:
The costs of directional drilling are one and a half to two and half times
the cost of conventional drilling due to the additional drilling time and
equipment off-site. For example, the cost of a 2,000 m directionally drilled
well to avoid new disturbance in Prime Protection Areas was $9 MM
compared to $4 MM if drilled vertically. The cost of drilled pipelines is
about five times the cost of conventional trenching techniques. Husky
accepted the cost of environmental upgrades as the cost of doing business.
Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
Husky met continuously with all regulators involved in the project AEUB and Alberta Forestry were the lead contacts. Husky also has met
regularly with the Bragg Creek Environmental Coalition since the 1990s.
We keep the Coalition informed of our activities and they in turn provide
us with their concerns and suggestions before we apply to the AEUB for
any regulatory approvals. We also circulate project updates to over 100
groups and individuals, including the Canadian Parks and Wildlife
Association and the Alberta Wilderness Association.
Changes or Improvements if Done Again:
It is still too early to tell. Husky went to great expense to avoid new
disturbance. If timber harvest or other competing energy companies are
subsequently allowed to create disturbance in the areas we have protected,
we would be unlikely to repeat these practices in future.
Contact Information:
Carol J. Engstrom P.Biol
Environmental Biologist
carol.engstrom@huskyenergy.ca
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Murray Pow
Foothills Asset Manager
murray.pow@huskyenergy.ca
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C.10 Pre-Tenure and Pre-Development Planning
Description of Evolving Approach:
Some CAPP members consolidate available biophysical information for
assessment prior to submitting bids for land rights. In one case undertaken
by an unnamed member company, a Geographic Information System
(GIS) data base was constructed for a 30 township area in the Eastern
Slopes where a regional exploration play was being considered. This data
base included readily available information on existing access and land
uses. This was reviewed by the exploration team to identify opportunities
to maximize use of existing roads and trails, and also allow potential
exploration and development costs to be more accurately estimated.
Information on sensitive environmental features and areas was also
incorporated, and coarse-scale cumulative effects analyses were run to
identify comparatively undisturbed areas with enhanced ecological value
for sensitive species such as woodland caribou and bull trout.
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
This innovative technique can reduce both the direct and indirect footprint
of exploration and development activities by allowing other relevant
information to be explicitly considered during planning and siting.
Relatively undisturbed core areas were identified as sensitive
environmental features, thereby allowing landscape-level cumulative
effects to be considered and addressed.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
This innovative approach was adopted to better understand external risks
prior to land acquisition, gain regulator and public acceptance of proposed
development activities, and ultimately reduce field development costs and.
The area was known to contain regionally-significant fish and wildlife
populations and habitat, and public groups had expressed concern about
the potential for cumulative effects on sensitive resources.
Benefits Gained:
This approach was adopted to allow bids for land acquisition to reflect
likely permitting and construction costs and to demonstrate the company’s
willingness to address concerns raised by external stakeholders.
Costs of Implementation:
Total cost of this work was approximately $1,000 per township.
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Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
Regulators and resource managers were advised that the company was
undertaking this work, and were encouraged to provide information on
sensitive environmental features to facilitate planning and environmental
protection.
Contact Information:
None provided.
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C.11 Heli-portable Program Scheduling and Sequencing
Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
Helicopter-supported seismic is frequently used to reduce the direct and
indirect footprint of seismic programs in the Eastern Slopes of Alberta and
British Columbia. With this method, narrow (<2.5 m) source and receiver
lines are limbed or hand cut and small clearings are made at 300 m to 600
m intervals along energy source lines. Heli-portable drills are then lowered
into these clearings so that explosive charges can be buried at the required
depth. This method reduces the direct footprint of seismic lines as well as
line of sight along seismic lines. However, extensive helicopter activity
may disturb sensitive species, particularly those such as sheep and
mountain goat that are associated with steep, spatially isolated habitat.
Several CAPP members have modified heli-portable seismic programs in
northeast British Columbia to minimize indirect effects on large mammals.
In these programs, knowledgeable environmental specialists were
involved to help schedule and sequence the programs so that sensitive
terrain was disturbed only once, and that animals always had nearby
undisturbed areas to move to. For example, this meant that program
activities were limited to one side of a ridge at a time so that animals could
move to the other undisturbed side if they chose to avoid the activity.
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
This innovative technique reduces both the direct and indirect footprint of
seismic programs by reducing cleared area, isolating aircraft activity in
time, and sequencing activity in space to reduce cumulative disturbance of
sensitive wildlife.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
This innovative approach was required in order to receive regulatory
approval and public acceptance of the project.
Benefits Gained:
This approach allowed the companies to obtain required seismic data in
highly sensitive and erosion-prone areas with significant public concern.
Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
OGC was consulted with respect to scheduling and sequencing.
Contact Information:
None provided.
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C.12 Reduced seismic footprint in the Waterton-Castle Area
Company: Shell Canada Limited
Location: Pincher Creek, Alberta

Workers, machinery and equipment were
lowered in and out of the work site by
helicopter to eliminate motorized land
access

Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
From April to October 2003 Shell conducted a leading-edge 3D seismic
survey in the Waterton-Castle area of southwestern Alberta. The survey
was part of a long-term plan to accelerate Shell’s eventual withdrawal
from some of the more environmentally sensitive areas of the field, while
continuing to look for new gas reserves to keep its Waterton gas plant
operating. The seismic survey was completed over a 260-square-km area
to help identify any remaining gas reserves, to allow for responsible
development of the petroleum resource and to plan reclamation of
previously disturbed areas that showed no remaining gas reserves.
Before applying for a regulatory permit to conduct the seismic survey,
Shell undertook an intensive planning process that incorporated landscape
values, sustainability measures and public concerns into the project
design.
Innovative practices and commitments in this approach included:
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•

Preparing an Environmental Protection Plan for the project,
although it was not a regulatory requirement. This represented 5%
of project cost.

•

Creating no new roads or other access during the seismic program.

•

Cutting no trees during the seismic program.
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•

Transporting equipment and workers by helicopter to avoid
creating new access or surface disturbance.

•

Using biodegradable oil and fitting the seismic drills with
absorbent material to catch leaks.

•

Using biodegradable survey tape.

•

Hiring biologists to collect baseline data on birds, plants, wetlands
and large wildlife species before the survey started.

•

Hiring biologists to monitor bighorn sheep and other wildlife
during the seismic program to ensure activities remained a
sufficient distance from them.

•

Conducting a full archaeological study with local First Nations
participation in order to respect their traditional values.

•

Acquiring seismic data from aircraft rather
than helicopters, at a higher elevation and
extra cost to avoid noise disturbance to
wildlife.

•

Implementing an extensive health, safety
and environmental training program for
employees and contractors.

•

Training workers to recognize and avoid
rare plants, wildlife, bird nests, etc; and,

•

Checking springs and water wells before
and after the seismic program to determine
if water supply and water quality were
affected.
Workers do their jobs on foot, avoiding
rare plants and bird nests

In addition to these innovative practices in the seismic program, and as
part of its overall long-term plan to eventually withdraw from certain
environmentally sensitive areas of the Waterton field, Shell also:
•

Initiated remediation and reclamation of old well sites that have
reached the end of their productive life.

As part of its overall long-term goal of no net increase in motor vehicle
access into certain sensitive areas of the Castle, Shell also:
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•

Took a regional landscape level view of the area and looked at
ways to close access into sensitive areas that stakeholders agreed
should be protected.

•

Developed access closure plans under the direction of Alberta
Sustainable Resource Development (ASRD) (the designated
manager of the land)

Footprint Reduction Achieved:
Shell has set a goal of no net increase in access as a result of their
activities. Our goal and our commitment with the 3-D seismic program
were to use the most advanced low-impact technology available to
minimize our impact on people, wildlife and the environment. We
promised to create no new roads or other access during the survey. We
fulfilled that promise by using helicopters to lower equipment and workers
into the work area instead of driving in. Wherever possible we used
natural clearings to lower people and equipment, to avoid disturbing
vegetation. Workers performed their jobs on foot and were trained to
recognize and avoid rare plants and animals, bird nests, etc. No trees were
cut down; only branches were trimmed, where necessary. We used
helicopters to remove people, equipment and all other traces of our
presence once work was done. No ground vehicles were used anywhere in
this project (except at the staging area) to avoid disturbing the
environment. Even biodegradable oil drips were caught by absorbent
material, which was safely disposed of.
In addition to the above, before we started the survey
we hired biologists to conduct a baseline study on
where rare plants, animals, birds, and wetlands were
located so that we could plan to either avoid them or
mitigate our effect on them. During the survey,
biologists monitored herds of large animals like
bighorn sheep to ensure we kept our activities a
sufficient distance away.
As a result of all these measures, we left virtually no
“footprint” or trace of our presence once the seismic
survey was finished.

Biologist fastens biodegradable
ribbon to rare species
of white bark pine
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Reasons for Implementing These Innovative Practices
These practices were implemented in order to receive government project
approval, to be consistent with corporate sustainable development
objectives and to maintain good public relations. Shell also wanted to
strongly demonstrate its ongoing commitment to sustainable development
in the more sensitive areas of the Castle region. Environmental groups
both locally and worldwide have long campaigned the Alberta government
to designate the Castle as a wildland park, which would allow no
industrial activity, including oil and gas development. By using these extra
measures, Shell demonstrated that it understands and respects the
ecological values of the Castle area.
Barriers to Implementation:
When Shell first approached regulators regarding the project, we were told
that innovative approaches would be required to get the project approved.
The seismic program could not proceed unless environmental protection
plan measures were incorporated.
When Shell presented its plan to the public, there was great concern on the
part of some environmental groups, both locally and globally, about
conducting any kind of industrial activity in certain areas of the Castle
region. Some groups believe no industrial activity, including seismic
surveys, should be conducted in the Castle area and that the government
should designate it a wildland park.
Benefits Gained:
Shell obtained regulatory approval for the seismic project. Approval
would not have been given if conventional seismic acquisition measures
were followed.
Shell maintained or enhanced its corporate reputation with the local and
global public and environmental groups by demonstrating that it took their
concerns seriously and were prepared to make tangible efforts to address
and mitigate their concerns.
Costs of Implementation:
A voluntary Environmental Protection Plan was completed at a cost of 5%
of the total cost of the seismic program. Without the implementation of
this plan, the program would not proceed. Shell would damage its
corporate reputation, both locally and globally, by not showing it was
prepared to take extra measures in the Castle area. The additional costs
were justified on this basis.
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Consultation with Regulators and the Public:
Shell consulted extensively with regulators, the public, and environmental
groups before and during the entire process. One-on-one meetings were
held with special interest groups and other individuals who had concerns.
Shell also prepared an extensive communication plan on its environmental
commitment to the Waterton region and delivered it through advertising in
local newspapers, on its website www.shell.ca, by holding an open house,
and mailing information packages to residents, landowners and others who
had concerns.
Changes or Improvements if Done Again:
Although extra cost was involved in implementing the project
environmental protection measures, Shell now intends to make these
practices standard for any project in the Eastern Slopes.
Contact Information:
Roger Creasey – roger.creasey@shell.ca,
Gary Deren – deren@shell.ca
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C.13

Minimal Impact Exploration Geophysical Operations Firebag In-situ
Project
Company: Suncor Energy Inc.
Location: Steepbank Caribou Zone
Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
Suncor Energy Inc. started seismic operations at the Firebag In Situ
project site in the winter of 1999. From the beginning, Suncor
management made the commitment to reduce the industrial “footprint”
and minimize destruction of sensitive Caribou habitat. Seismic operation’s
staff were instructed to “find a better way”.
The Suncor Firebag project is located in the Steepbank Caribou Zone
approximately 65 kilometers northeast of Ft. McMurray Alberta. Suncor
Leases contain a substantial amount of recoverable bitumen that is beyond
typical mining depths. SAGD or similar methods will be utilized to
recover the reserves. Seismic and core hole drilling are the chosen
exploration methods to evaluate these reserves. Due to the shallow depth
of the zone of interest, it is necessary to utilize closely spaced 3D seismic
lines to obtain reasonable data quality in this area. It was determined that
over time, 3D seismic exploration would create the majority of the
environmental disruption, far surpassing plant site, pipelines and well
pads.

Cumulative
Management
Association

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo

Steepbank Caribou Zone
Suncor Energy Inc. is a member of CEMA of the Municipality of Wood
Buffalo and supports the CEMA document “Guidelines For The
Implementation Of Ecosystem Management Tools In The Athabasca Oil
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Sands Region". “Minimal Impact Exploration” is one of the three tools
mentioned in the document and Suncor utilizes “MIE” methods of
exploration in core hole as well as seismic programs in this area. Before
the first seismic program was done at Firebag, the decision was made not
to use traditional bulldozers to cut the lines.
Bulldozing requires a wider line for storage of the debris pile or
"windrow". Bulldozers can disturb the "duff" layer and create root balls.
Not only is this aesthetically displeasing, the windrow creates a fire wick
for forest fires and a source for disease and insect infestation. In addition,
the windrow takes several years to decompose. The reclamation objective
to return the land to equal or comparable capability is thereby
compromised. This pile needs between 1.0 and 1.5 meters of the width of
the seismic line for storage.

Bulldozer cut seismic line - the old way

Before the first seismic program was done at Firebag in the winter of
1999\2000, the decision was made to try a new type of line cutting Mulching.
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An Early Mulcher

Mulchers use a powerful rotating head to grind trees up into "mulch". A
"mulching team" consisting of a mulcher with operator and a single
slasher make for an efficient line cutting system. With the help of one of
the few mulching contractors at the time, Suncor investigated this new
method of cutting trees. The advantages of using this type of line cutting
were many and far outweighed the potential increase in costs. Mulching
was a new way to cut seismic line in 1999, but Suncor made the
commitment to use the method on the first 3D seismic program at Firebag
and test this innovative approach to seismic line cutting.
The mulching technique generally includes a first pass to knock the trees
down (mulch them at the base) and a second pass to clean up and complete
the mulching of the timber on the ground. A slasher follows the mulcher
cleaning up any "pokers and leaners".

First pass mulched seismic line
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Completed mulched line
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Mulching Advantages over Traditional Bulldozer Cut line
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrower line width,
Reduced line of sight for wildlife management purposes,
Reduced line width for timber management purposes,
No windrow thereby reducing the potential for disease and insects,
No stripping of duff layer thereby reducing the potential for erosion and
sedimentation while maintaining the native seed source,
Mulch decomposes quicker than the windrow and returns nutrients to
the soil,
Natural re-vegetation,
No slashing of windrow required,
Smoother line facilitates crew access and better planting of geophones,
Compliments information for EPEA and EIA approvals,
Reduced industrial footprint,
Minimal or no reclamation requirements thereby allowing for
immediate Letter of Clearance,
Safer than rotary mowing equipment and hand cut lines,
Easier on equipment - less damage to vehicles and ATVs, and
Allows for line cutting in softer conditions (e.g. summer work).

With improvements in the carrier, head design and increased power,
mulching costs and reliability have improved dramatically. The cost of
mulching when combined with the savings in timber damage, is very
comparable to bulldozer cut line and slashing of the windrow.
The disadvantages of mulching are few; the largest being the lack of
material (debris) for access control. Additionally, the fact that a single
mulcher/slasher team can replace many handcutters and slashers, can be of
concern with respect to the use of local help.
New Age Mulcher
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The first 3D program at Firebag had 4.0 meter wide mulched source lines
and 1.75 meter wide hand cut receiver lines. This program allowed
Suncor to evaluate the mulching process while still using larger tracked
drills and maintaining some cost control. While the results were
impressive, Suncor insisted that its operations people do better. At this
time the dream of 1.75 meter wide mulcher cut source and receiver lines
became a goal. The term "Eco-Efficient Line Clearing" was born environmentally friendly, safe and cost efficient line clearing. With
encouragement, the line cutting contractor used on the seismic programs,
designed a powerful yet smaller mulcher capable of cutting a handcut size
line of 1.75 meters.
This machine was tested on the 2001/2002 3D at Firebag. Larger, more
powerful mulchers were used to cut source line at 2.5 meters width and the
smaller new mulcher was used to cut the receiver lines to 1.75 meters
width. The 2.5 meter source lines required smaller specialized drills and
resulted in increased drilling costs. This fact was partially offset by the
reduction in mulching costs The mulched receiver lines were actually less
costly than hand cut lines.
As an additional mitigation measure, the receiver lines were cut to mimic
hand cut lines. This was accomplished by mulching a single pass with the
mulcher head 4 inches off of the ground resulting in a very rough line
similar to a hand cut receiver line. The lines were cut straight as
traditional survey methods were used.
This was done in an effort to control access down these lines.
Unfortunately, this resulted in some safety issues with sprained and
twisted ankles. As safety is of the utmost concern to Suncor, the decision
was made to cut a normal, smooth mulched receiver line on the next 3D.
1.75 meter mulched line
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In 2002/2003 Suncor utilized a GPS navigation system in the mulcher and
GPS surveying. This allowed Suncor the ability to further minimize the
effects of their line cutting by avoiding timber and reducing the line of
sight down the lines. The receiver lines were cut in a meandering fashion
and the source lines were once again mulched to 2.5 meters in width as
smaller drills were not available. Source lines were cut straight with a
break in the line of sight every 200 meters.
In the winter of 2003/2004 Suncor will attempt to reach the goal of "EcoEfficient Line Clearing" in 3D seismic operations by mulching 1.75 meter
wide meandering (LIS) source and receiver lines. This will put pressure
on available seismic technologies but should be achievable.
While mulching technology is advanced enough to produce 1.75 meter
wide meandering line, there is still a lack of seismic drilling technology to
handle these line widths in a safe and cost efficient manner. Suncor feels
that by supporting this type of operation the seismic drilling industry will
"answer the call" and produce smaller and stronger drills.
1.75 meter wide LIS mulched seismic line

In conclusion, it is our opinion that 1.75 meter lines cut in the right fashion
will leave virtually no footprint on the landscape.
December 10, 2003 Andrew Cicoria Lorrnel Consultants for Suncor
Energy Inc.
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Supplement
Geophysical Operations Suncor Energy Inc. Firebag In-Situ Project
Costs: Costs were quite a bit higher when Suncor first tried the "mulching
approach" to line cutting in 1999 but have continually dropped as
technology improves and more narrow line equipment becomes available.
During the 2003/2004 seismic season at Firebag, Suncor anticipates
paying $1,400 per kilometer to produce 1.75 meter wide LIS mulched
source and receiver line. GPS survey costs will be $330 per kilometer and
seismic drilling of the narrow source lines will be $6.50 per meter.
Comparing this to more traditional bulldozer and hand cut lines, a similar
program in the Firebag area would require 1.75 meter hand cut straight
receiver lines and 4.5 meters wide LIS source lines. The source lines
would accommodate larger and (less expensive) tracked drills. Costs
would be in the area of $1,400 per kilometer for the hand cut receiver lines
and $1,550-$1,700 per kilometer for bulldozer cut and slashed source
lines. GPS survey would be about the same cost at $330 per kilometer and
drilling would run about $3.25 per meter.
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Translating these cost comparisons into a per kilometer basis, the receiver
line cutting and survey on the entire program would be about the same, the
source line cutting costs would drop $150-$300 and the drilling costs
would increase about $877 per kilometer of source line for mulched lines.
This would net an increase in cost of $577 to $727 per kilometer of
program mulched 1.75 meter source line.
Additionally, Crown Timber Damage Assessments (TDA) are charged
against the seismic projects in the Firebag area. These costs would be the
same on the 1.75 meter mulched or hand cut receiver line. Source line
TDA would drop from $371 per kilometer on the bulldozer cut 4.5 meter
wide lines to $144 per kilometer on the 1.75 meters wide mulched source
line. This would save $227 per kilometer on the source line if narrow line
width mulching was used.
Recording costs would remain about the same in both cases as heli-assist
seismic recording is used at Firebag and access to the 3D areas is good.
Overall, receiver line costs are about the same whether using mulchers or
hand cut and source line costs would increase $350 to $500 per linear
kilometer using narrow mulchers over bulldozers. Much of this increase
can be attributed to the higher costs of narrow line width drills. While this
cost may appear to be a large increase, it translates into an overall program
cost increase of 2.5 to 3.5% on the 15,000 shot 3D seismic program being
done at Firebag this season (2003/2004).
The 4.5 meter wide bulldozer LIS line that is referenced here is currently
the widest line that is allowed for dynamite seismic for 2D and 3D
throughout most of Alberta. Alberta Sustainable Resources, the
government agency that grants seismic approvals, is moving toward not
allowing 4.5 meter wide lines on closely spaced 3D seismic programs in
the Northeast SAGD areas. In the very near future, 3.5 meter wide LIS
line will probably be the maximum width allowed. Smaller tracked drills
will have to be used on 3.5 meter wide bulldozed lines as larger tracks will
not be able to utilize these narrower lines. This will eliminate the increase
in drilling costs on narrow mulched lines and will result in costs actually
being lower if the Suncor model is followed.
Further to this, Suncor is pursuing having the Crown TDA charges
dropped in the Firebag area. This is already done just to the East in the
ALPAC FMA area. ALPAC drops the standard TDA charges in their
FMA if seismic lines are cut 2.5 meters or less in width. This would result
in a further drop in costs of the Suncor model.
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It is also anticipated that mulcher line cutting costs and smaller tracked
drill costs will be further reduced as more contractors offer these services
and equipment is improved. Suncor believes that line cutting costs will
drop from the current $1,400 per kilometer to around the $1,000 mark
within the next two years. It is hoped that drilling costs will drop to the
$5.00 per meter area. Again, this will further reduce costs and should
result in these low impact techniques costing no more than the traditional
methods of the past.
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C.14

Footprint Reduction for Access Right-of-Ways and Locations
Company: Devon Canada Corporation
Locations: British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan

Roto-Slasher laying down trees
on summer location

Finished product with wood waste incorporated into the soil

Description of Innovative Practice or Project:
The standard practice within the oil and natural industry for opening right-of-way
access and clearing sites has been to use conventional dozer equipment to clear
vegetation and brush that was subsequently placed in piles and burned. This
practice has lead companies, in many cases, to ask for additional area to
temporarily store or burn brush.
The Roto-Slasher has the capacity to incorporate the wood fiber directly into the
soil thereby eliminating the burning phase and reducing footprint.
Footprint Reduction Achieved:
Devon Canada Corporation now uses this method of clearing on all crown held
lands in support of its drilling and exploration programs. Clearing takes place
only within the boundaries of the access right-of-way and wellsite areas have been
reduced by as much as 10% as a result of not having to make provision for brush
storage.
Reasons for Implementing the Practice:
Devon Canada Corporation encourages its employees to seek better ways to bring
about continuous improvement on all its operations. This initiative was
undertaken because it represents less of an impact on the environment and it saves
time and reduces costs.
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Benefits Gained:
Devon achieved improved environmental compliance and has demonstrated to
industry regulators and other stakeholders that it seeks to improve its practices in
environmentally sensitive areas. We also reduced our regulatory concerns and
worked with the public to explain our operations.
Additional benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced the visual impact of our operations on the environment,
Eliminated air pollution by not burning brush,
Reduces liability through no burning,
Reduces the turnaround time to construct roads and leases, and
Enhances restoration of sites through the natural regeneration of local plant
species.

Costs of Implementation:
Devon was able to reduce the overall cost of road and lease construction by
eliminating the burning and piling phases. Restorations costs are also reduced.
Changes or Improvements
The Roto-Slasher is a well-designed and reliable piece of equipment with
potentially a wide range of oilfield applications. Devon currently uses it to clear
right-of-way in forested areas and strip multiple frozen soil horizons on
agricultural land during the winter. In the future it has application for use on
pipelines, facility sites and road surface rejuvenation projects.
Contact Information:
Sarah Boyle, Devon Canada Corporation
sarah.boyle@devoncanada.com
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C.15 Low Impact Seismic in the Northern Boreal Forest
Company:

Devon Canada Corporation

Location: Jackfish Lake Project, near Ft. McMurray Alberta
Project Description
During the winter of 2002 / 2003, Devon Canada Corporation conducted a high
resolution 3D survey over their Jackfish Project area, located approximately 140
km south of Fort McMurray, Alberta.
The Jackfish survey was designed with source and receiver lines tightly spaced in
order to image shallow targets. To better plan the survey, Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) images of the surrounding area were obtained. These LIDAR
images clearly indicate the footprint left by circa 1980 cut lines, circa 2000 cut
lines and well leases for previous years.

Before
LIDAR image acquired
November, 2002, before
starting the Jackfish 3D
project.
Roads, leases and 1980 cut
lines are clearly visible.
LIS 4.5 meter cut lines do
not appear at this scale.
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In the Jackfish project, seismic line widths of 4.5 meters would have resulted in
increased timber damage, loss of habitat and long lasting evidence of a relatively
short-term project. A decision was therefore made to reduce seismic line widths
down to 2.5 m and where possible 1.75 m.
Line preparation began with a detailed knowledge of the project area. This was
acquired by exhaustive ground scouting, use of local traditional knowledge,
existing aerial photography and finally LIDAR imaging.
Line locations were pre-flagged by surveyors using pre-plot coordinates derived
from the survey design. GPS kept pre-flaggers on line with instructions to avoid,
to the extent possible, stands of merchantable timber, water bodies such as beaver
dams, or topography not conducive to small drill travel. In most cases obstacle
avoidance was easily accomplished. It should be noted that pre-flagger
experience levels along with knowledge of regulations and Devon requirements
were instrumental in marking lines that readily accommodated follow on
segments of the project such as drills, medical evacuation routes, access and
staging areas.
Line clearing was conducted using mulchers with 2.5 and 1.75 cutting heads. A
two- man team of slashers followed each mulcher to remove hazardous trees and
snags. Mulcher production varied dependant on terrain, tree density and other
factors but met or exceeded historical cat production in the area. While not yet as
robust as cats, mulchers continue to improve in reliability and did not appreciably
delay project execution.
Reasons for Implementation
The decision to use mulchers and hand cutting was predicated on several factors
such as economics, corporate environmental responsibility and the willingness to
commit to the use of best practices.
Benefits Gained
Beyond those stated earlier, mulched lines provide
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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reduced risk of personal injury due to safer walking surfaces,
reduced chain saw activity,
minimal or no disturbance of surface ground cover,
minimal linear disturbance,
potentially faster regeneration of native plant species due to decomposition
of mulched flora (empirical evidence is not available),
potential reduction of timber damage assessment, and
less visual disturbance.
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Barriers to Implementation
•
•
•
•

Not recognized by government or Forest Management Authorities (FMA)
as reducing Timber Damage Assessment (TDA).
Poor understanding of techniques by non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), regulators and environmentalists.
Cost is slightly higher than “conventional” LIS cat cut lines (less than 5%
on the Jackfish project).
Drilling equipment necessary to use narrow lines is more expensive than
traditional tandem or buggy mounted equipment.

After
Image acquired November 2003. Several new leases have been built. This image contains approximately 200 liners
km of mulched source and receiver lines.
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Changes or Improvements if Done Again
Our industry will continue to receive intense scrutiny from regulators and the
environmental movement. Being proactive in all aspects of our business and
bringing best practices forward will help to increase stakeholder understanding of
our industry.
Reduced impact to land by reduced line widths, smaller drilling equipment and
heli-assist recording techniques should be rewarded by reducing timber damage
costs to reflect the true cost of damage to merchantable timber.
Best practices are reviewed regularly by industry groups such as the Canadian
Association of Geophysical Contractors (CAGC) and Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers (CAPP) and shared with the industry. Individuals and
companies with innovative approaches should be heard and encouraged by all
stakeholders to ensure good ideas do not die on the vine.
Contact Information:
Sarah Boyle, Devon Canada Corporation
sarah.boyle@devoncanada.com

Ground level view of a 1980 cut line.

Line cut January 2003. Photo taken January 2004.
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